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 Your Client/Insureds:          Boundary County Library District, Trustees, Staff, Volunteer(s) 
 Our Clients:                         Eric Lindenbusch, Cari Haarstick, Mac Withers, Dana Boiler 
 
 Re:                                       Refusal to process FMLA Request for Leave;  D.Boiler ADA claim  
          
 Reference:             Your email dated February 16, 2022 
 
                

 
 
Dear Ms. Brereton: 
 
 This responds to your email of February 16. 
 

ADA issues 
 

1. Scope of Release Sought. 
 
The ADA form you tendered for completion by today includes blanket language of medical 
records release which are not required by law.  The language which actually appears on the 
form you sent, which we have identified from publicly available sources, contained other 
language which did not include the terms of blanket release which your client has substituted.  
We have completed the form with legally appropriate language of release, and the completed 
form you demanded by today is enclosed. 
 

2.  Unreasonable Time for Response. 
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The time limit you have placed on response is facially unreasonable, and the standard for 
timely compliance under applicable law and best practices is “within a reasonable time”.  
There is no emergency here, my client has been on administrative leave with pay for 10 
months, and until Monday of this week there was no mention of any deadlines to reinstate 
the improvident adverse employment action against her.  You also made no mention of time 
limitation on the offer of compromise which you solicited, and was pending until the 
unannounced reinstatement of the process which your client began Monday of this week.    
 
In this factual context, tendering an altered ADA form with such broad and obviously 
overreaching language seems to have only an improper purpose, as does your two day 
demand for its return.  Nevertheless, we are providing you that form, with the legally 
unnecessary language excised and a written release in language which meets statutory 
requirements for your processing. This accommodation of the artificially short time for 
response is a courtesy, and this accommodation for unreasonable demands for response, not 
required by law, will not be repeated.  Please make decisions about giving any artificial 
deadlines for response on this or any other issue in the future with this fact firmly in mind. 
 
The form tendered is otherwise complete and enclosed with legally appropriate release 
language.     
    
If you have any question or comment on this issue, please consult applicable law on the 
reasonable time requirement before sending it.  The legal requirement and industry best 
practices seems quite clear:   responses to requests for information such as this must  be 
within a reasonable time, not an arbitrarily short time, or time convenient to the employer’s 
obvious retaliatory purposes in re-initiating disciplinary proceedings while a solicited offer 
of compromise is pending.  
 

3. As to the form to be completed by the physicians, please be advised it will be supplied to one 
of the treating physicians at the earliest available appointment date, which is February 22.  
We will request his prompt compliance and return to you of any responsive information, 
again within a reasonable time, not on an artificial deadline which is not a matter of 
agreement.  Please note there is only one person, the Director, and not her various designees, 
volunteers or co-Defendants, who is authorized to receive any information pursuant to the 
release language in the form enclosed. 

 
4. Reasonable Accommodation  
 

Analysis of your client’s duty of reasonable accommodation will be sent to you under 
separate cover within a reasonable time.  In the interim, please note my clients have been on 
paid administrative leave for about ten months with the assurance that ‘further investigation 
by the Wilson Law Firm and their agents” would be required.  We have never been contacted 
or asked to give further information since that time.  Any allegation of undue hardship by 
continuing the status quo as reasonable accommodation should be addressed by any position 
taken on the issue of “undue hardship”. 
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The library has operated normally---according to the glowing reports of your clients at the 
Board meetings and in public statements since administrative leave began—without her 
presence during that entire time, so if you now wish to insist upon artificially short times for 
response in processing this claim and the FMLA matter discussed below, please articulate 
exactly what undue hardship or statutory noncompliance by my client is evidenced by 
disregard of such artificially short turnaround times in the future, on any subject. 
 
FMLA Issues 
 
1. Required Statement of Reasons for Refusal 

 
You have responded to this demand that in your view, my client is ineligible under FMLA 
principles.  You are required to provide an explanation with at least one reason in addition 
to your legal conclusion of ineligibility within five days of receipt of an FMLA claim 
such as this.  Please consult applicable Department of Labor and EEOC rules and 
guidelines and provide me with the required statement within the time provided by law. 
 
I have received and reviewed your letter of response sent this afternoon, and understand 
you may now concede certain of the points made in this letter.  You may also intend that 
I consider today’s letter to me as the minimum of one reason besides your opinion for 
the refusal, as discussed above.  I will treat your letter for today’s purposes as the single 
stated reason you are required to give within five days, since that time apparently runs 
today.  
 
The reason you give in your letter today apparently  is based on your  assumption that 
paid time off (PTO) may not be counted toward eligibility requirements of 1250 hours, 
and that paid administrative leave is equivalent to PTO.  It is not.  Ad leave begun for all 
library employees in April of last year.  Additional conditions for my clients were 
imposed on my clients by instrument dated July 23, and required my clients to be 
available at all times for work purposes, including broad availability for “continuing 
investigation” when your client apparently didn’t like the conclusions of their attorney 
investigator, whose report is in your possession but denied to us. 
 
Paid administrative leave is not ‘paid time off’ for exclusionary FMLA purposes you 
invoke in today’s letter to me, and seems even more clearly so in this factual setting,  See, 
FMLA Opin.46, Page 1, Paragraph 5, dated October 14, 1994. The specifically cited 
language at the citation appears to exactly match the factual setting here, and the plain 
conclusion is stated:  the hours on the type of paid ad leave imposed on my clients  is 
counted for the purposes of the FMLA 1250 hour test.  My clients have been accruing 
benefits throughout all period of leave since April of last year, and if not, it was kept a 
secret from them.  This obviously presents an entirely new problem for the employer, 
and we will deal with it accordingly if your stated opinion is not altered by what seems 
to be clear guidance on this very subject by the agency charged with interpretation of the 
Federal statutes in question.   
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You may not have been aware of this opinion, the labyrinth of Federal employment law 
is often not well-indexed and the principles not always transferable to a given fact setting.  
However, this opinion and fact setting appears to fit like a glove.  If this alters your 
conclusions, please provide me with notice of acceptance of the claim within the time 
required by law. 
 
Please advise Ms. Glidden to calculate the eligibility hours with this clear legal principle 
in mind.  My client has many, many hours in excess of 1250.  Please ask her to be sure 
to include the over 300 hours paid and converted to W-2 wages in 2021 for home based 
work on the new website Ms. Glidden now enjoys, along with the logo she now proudly 
displays on her notices of proposed termination—designed by my clients. 
 
To summarize on the issue raised by today’s letter to me:  
 

• The hours worked under this leave are compensable work hours for FMLA 
purposes. This issue has been the subject of formal opinion by the agency which 
interprets the law on the subject. 
   

• PTO is a benefit, and is not regarded as compensable work hours. Administrative 
leave is not a benefit and contains a duty of availability and response to work 
demands which make it clear it is not a benefit.   

 
• Hours worked on administrative leave in this fact setting are therefore included in 

the 1250 hour calculation. 
 

• You have apparently drawn the conclusion that administrative leave with pay 
under these conditions of employment is not equivalent to “compensable work 
hours”, and wish to exclude ad leave hours from the calculation. This is contrary 
to the only express opinion on the subject.  This alone seems dispositive of your 
objection, but the facts themselves make it clear this ad leave was and is not a 
“benefit” to be excluded from the calculation, and is not co-extensive with “paid 
leave”, as you assume. 

 
If you still intend to base your refusal on the conclusion you have drawn, please explain.   
In any such response, please also address your denial given the fact that my client was 
required as a condition of her employment—during the entire period of paid 
administrative leave-- to submit to any and all requests for continued investigation, and 
to be available for this purpose and any other purpose the employer wished.  It appears 
that to do so would  convert the notice of administrative leave of July 23 into a fait 
accompli, since denial of the benefit of FMLA during that period would be an actual, 
completed disciplinary action, all without hearing of any kind. 
 
In any response please also address why denial of hours for FMLA purposes while on 
paid administrative leave with continuing availability requirements and other duties is 
not deprivation of a material employment benefit, and why no process for this adverse 
action was not provided if so.  
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2. Failure to Address Existing Contrary Federal Circuit Authority. 

 
You are presumably aware that your client’s personnel manual contains an express 
provision extending FMLA benefits to library employees.  This provision was re-adopted 
after consideration and debate by the Board, with public input and employee input, on 
this issue.  The present form of the manual contains the same language extending this 
right after full vote of the Board. I have pointed this out, you have failed to respond as of 
the time of this writing. 

 
You have simply stated that in your opinion, she is an ineligible employee, but this very 
issue has been litigated to conclusion at least twice in the Federal Circuits within the last 
12 years, and such a provision in each case has resulted in a finding that FMLA benefits 
apply notwithstanding any other factor which may result in a determination of 
ineligibility.   
 
Your simple denial leaves this apparent disregard for existing law and best practices 
unexplained.  Please address this issue, as I have requested you to do so by email earlier 
this week.  If you refuse, in context it will appear and be alleged to constitute a part of an 
ongoing pattern of willful and unlawful retaliation by your clients for protected activity 
of a whistleblower under both State and Federal law. 
 
Public Meeting Notice is Required 
 
Today’s letter apparently denies that the policy provision requiring Board attendance 
requires public notice of meeting.  I will respond to your arguments and statements in 
detail under separate cover well in advance of the February 23 date which you have set 
in your letter for that meeting.   
 
In the interim, please understand clearly that any meeting set or taking place for which 
notice is not given will be viewed as a nullity in accordance with statutory provisions 
applicable to meetings which do not conform to statutory requirements.  If it does not, 
the same action of an unnoticed meeting will then constitute violation of the Board of its 
own policy, in a retaliation case which involves the most serious issues of public safety. 
 
It’s obvious your clients wish to avoid public knowledge of their actions, which is already 
a moot point for the reasons outlined to you in my letter of February 16.  This matter will 
be fully and publicly aired, and their attempts to avoid this result would seem to only 
prove our point about gross mismanagement and whistleblower protections.  I hope you  
do not take action in reliance on your stated opinion today without having that assurance 
in the front of your mind. 
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      Most Sincerely, 
 
     ` /s/ Jeff Boiler 
 
      Jeffrey H. Boiler 
      ISB #11476 
      OSB #830219 
      Attorney for Dana Boiler, Cari Haarstick, Eric 
      Lindenbusch, and Mac Withers 
 

 
Cc:  Clients 
Encl:  ADA form 



 

 

 
Katharine B. Brereton 
Partner 
kbrereton@lclattorneys.com  
 

February 18, 2022 
 
Sent via email: jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com  
 
Jeffrey H. Boiler 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 877 
Bonners Ferry, Idaho 83805  
 

RE: Boundary County Library | Employees Eric Lindenbusch, Cari Haarstick, Mac  
Withers, and Dana Boiler 

 Letter dated February 16, 2022 
 
 
Dear Mr. Boiler, 
 
 The purpose of this letter is to provide a response to your letter of February 16, 2022.  There 
are a number of issues raised in your letter, not all of which require a response.  I will respond to 
only those issues that necessitate a response. 
 
Scope of Representation 
 

Please be advised that I am not and have never been employed by the Boundary County 
Library District (the “Library”).  The numerous claims in your letter directed at me personally or 
which purport to characterize the Library as my employer require me to reiterate the scope of my 
representation.  As stated in my email of February 4, 2022, I have been appointed by ICRMP as 
the attorney for the Boundary County Library District for matters pertaining to or relating to the 
employment of your clients.  The scope of my representation as the attorney for the Boundary 
County Library is in accordance with the terms of the Library’s policy with ICRMP and Idaho 
Code sec. 6-901 et seq.  Let me be very clear, I do not make decisions for the Library or for ICRMP.  
I do not take action without prior approval.  The insinuations in your letter that I have taken action 
or made decisions on my own authority and without direction from the client are audacious and 
meritless. 
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Hearings 
 

In the hearing notices provided on February 14, 2022, the employees were advised that the 
hearings had been scheduled for February 17, 2022, or an alternate date of February 23, 2022.  
From your letter, I understand that each employee demands a hearing, and that hearings on 
February 17, 2022, was unacceptable.  However, you have not requested an alternate date and 
time.  In the Notice of Proposed Personnel Action served last September, each employee was 
notified that if they were unable to participate at the scheduled hearing, then the employee could 
request an alternate date and time.  In the hearing notices, the employees were again advised of 
this.  Each employee has been notified that the Library has already set aside February 23, 2022, as 
an alternate date.  Since no alternate hearing date has been requested or suggested, the hearings for 
Ms. Withers, Ms. Haarstick, and Mr. Lindenbusch will proceed on February 23, 2022, 
commencing at 1 p.m. and continuing thereafter.  I will address setting a hearing date for Ms. 
Boiler separately below. 

 
I understand that your position is that the Board is required to attend the hearings for each 

employee and that such hearings are public hearings.  I do not and have never agreed with your 
position.  In your letter of February 16, 2022, you have demanded a hearing for each of your clients 
before the full Library Board.  The Board will attend the hearings scheduled on February 23, 2022, 
and the hearing for Ms. Boiler scheduled at a later time.  These hearings, however, are not public 
meetings and will not be noticed as such.  Idaho Code § 74-202 defines a “meeting” as “the 
convening of a governing body of a public agency to make a decision or to deliberate toward a 
decision on any matter.”  “‘Decision’ means any determination, action, vote or final disposition 
upon a motion, proposal, resolution, order, ordinance or measure on which a vote of a governing 
body is required, at any meeting at which a quorum is present….”  “‘Deliberation’ means the 
receipt or exchange of information or opinion relating to a decision, but shall not include informal 
or impromptu discussions of a general nature that do not specifically relate to a matter then pending 
before the public agency for decision.”   

 
In accordance with Idaho Code § 33-2721, the Library Director is statutorily delegated the 

duty to hire, discipline, and discharge any employee of the Boundary County Library District.  The 
personnel policy adopted by the Board on March 31, 2021, cannot supersede Idaho Code § 33-
2721.  Since the Library Director will be making any decision regarding the discipline or discharge 
of the employees, the Board will not be making a decision or deliberating towards a decision at 
the hearings on February 23, 2022, or at the hearing scheduled for Ms. Boiler at a later time.  Thus, 
these hearings are not public meetings and need not be treated as public meetings.   

 
Should any of your clients’ employment be terminated and should they seek a post-

termination appeal hearing, you and your clients are advised that, by granting your clients’ request 
for the Board’s presence at the hearings, the Board will be apprised of each of your clients’ 
positions and the factual basis for the proposed personnel action prior to any appeal hearing 
conducted by the Board.  Thus, by demanding the presence of the Board at the hearings scheduled 
for February 23, 2022, and the hearing scheduled for Ms. Boiler at a later time, each employee is 
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knowingly inviting the possibility that the Board will not be impartial at such post-termination 
appeal hearing.  If after consideration of this information, any of your clients decide that they do 
not want the Board to be present at the upcoming hearings, please let me know. 

 
As set forth in the Notice of Proposed Personnel Action previously served on each of your 

clients, the failure of the employee to participate in the opportunity to be heard allowed by the 
Boundary County Library Personnel Policy, whether by participating in the hearing or by 
submitting a written response, shall constitute a failure to exhaust administrative remedies under 
the policy.  This means that if Ms. Withers, Ms. Haarstick, and Mr. Lindenbusch refuse to 
participate at the hearing scheduled on February 23, 2022, or Ms. Boiler refuses to participate at 
the hearing to be scheduled, then no other hearing will be scheduled and the Library Director will 
move forward with making a decision. 
 
Demand for Documents 
 
Personnel Policy  
 

On December 13, 2021, I provided a copy of a personnel policy of the Boundary County 
Library District to you via email.  By letter dated December 14, 2021, you stated, “The personnel 
policy manual you sent me yesterday is not the adopted version, which is materially changed. 
Please compare the adopted version with the draft dated March 18, which is what you provided.”  
Indeed, the version I provided to you was not the policy adopted on March 31, 2021.  I can only 
surmise that the version I had was mistakenly provided to me instead of the March 31, 2021, 
version.  With that said, it is curious to me how you could possibly know that the personnel policy 
dated March 18, 2021, was “materially changed” from the adopted March 31, 2021, version if you 
were not already in possession of the adopted personnel policy.  In any event, I provided the 
personnel policy to you as a courtesy on December 13, 2021, and will provide the adopted 
personnel policy to you with this letter as a courtesy.  By providing the policy as a courtesy, I am 
in no way agreeing with your claims that I have withheld the policy or refused to provide it.  Claims 
such as this are why all of my communications to you are in writing. 
 
Documents Relied Upon by Library for Proposed Personnel Action  

 
I have already addressed this issue.  In my email of November 15, 2021, I specifically 

advised you: 
 
The Notices of Proposed Personnel Action contain the factual bases for the 
proposed action of termination. In each Notice, under "Reasons for Proposed 
Personnel Action" it identifies the specific policy provisions which the employee's 
conduct has violated, and identifies the conduct which constitutes violations of the 
Boundary County Library Personnel Policy, see "Action which constitute 
violations of the Boundary County Library Personnel Policy".  For Ms. Boiler, the 
actions are specified in the paragraphs numbered 1-5; for Ms. Withers, the actions 
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are specified in the paragraphs numbered 1-3; for Ms. Haarstick, the actions are 
specified in numbered paragraph 1; and for Mr. Lindenbusch, the actions are 
specified in numbered paragraph 1.  For-cause public employees are entitled to pre-
termination notice of the reasons for the employer's proposed disciplinary action, 
an explanation of the evidence, and an opportunity for the employee to tell their 
side of the story.  Requiring more than this prior to termination intrudes to an 
unwarranted extent on the government's interest in quickly removing an 
unsatisfactory employee.  For-cause public employees may also receive a 
comprehensive post-termination hearing.  Each of the employees was informed by 
the respective Notice of Proposed Personnel Action of the reasons for the Library's 
proposed disciplinary action and an explanation of the Library's evidence; should 
the parties be unable to resolve this matter, each employee will receive a hearing in 
which they may tell their side of the story.  Applicable and controlling case law 
does not require the employer to proffer all evidence to the employe[e], but only 
provide the employee with notice of the evidence.  Notably, the pre-termination 
hearing is not a full evidentiary hearing…Each Notice identifies specific instances 
of conduct in which the Library deemed such conduct to have violated a specific 
provision of its current personnel policy.  I do not believe the law requires the 
Library to provide the employees with any additional information than what has 
already been provided to them. 
 
At this juncture of the proceedings, the Library is not required to provide any documents 

to you or your clients, except as provided by Idaho Code § 74-101 et seq.  Your clients have not 
instituted a suit against the Library or any of its employees and the Library is not legally obligated 
to respond to a request to produce “all documents and other tangible things on which your clients 
rely in any way in proposing to take adverse employment action against my clients.”  The rules of 
civil procedure do not apply, and I will not pretend that they do.  If there are public records you or 
your clients wish to have, you may submit a public records request.  I am aware that you have 
submitted public records requests that have been denied, or that you have submitted public records 
requests to the wrong person or entity and have been informed that the request will not be fulfilled 
because it was sent to the wrong person or entity.  If you believe that your requests were denied 
for improper reasons, Idaho Code provides you with guidance on how you may address that.  If 
you choose not to avail yourself of the opportunity to obtain a public record through a proper 
public records request, then that is your choice.  In any event, please stop disparaging me with 
your baseless claims that I have improperly withheld documents from you.      
 
Family Medical Leave 
 

After further review of the adopted personnel policy of March 31, 2021, and in consultation 
with the Library Director, the Library has determined that the language in the adopted policy could 
be interpreted to provide employees with leave pursuant to the Family Medical Leave Act.  Out of 
an abundance of caution because of the language in the adopted personnel policy, the Library will 
seek to determine if Ms. Boiler is an eligible employee and qualifies for leave under the FMLA. 
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In order to be eligible to take leave under the FMLA, an employee must: 
 work for a covered employer; 
 have worked 1,250 hours during the 12 months prior to the start of leave; 
 work at a location where the employer has 50 or more employees within 75 miles; 

and 
 have worked for the employer for 12 months. 

 
The 1,250 hours of service requirement includes only those hours actually worked for the 
employer.  Paid leave and unpaid leave are not included. 

 
Pursuant to the FMLA, if Ms. Boiler is determined to be an eligible employee, she will be 

entitled to 12 workweeks of leave in a 12-month period for one of the following qualifying 
conditions: 

 the birth of a child and to care for the newborn child within one year of birth; 
 the placement with the employee of a child for adoption or foster care and to care 

for the newly placed child within one year of placement; 
 to care for the employee’s spouse, child, or parent who has a serious health 

condition; 
 a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform the essential 

functions of his or her job; or 
 any qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the employee’s spouse, son, 

daughter, or parent is a covered military member on “covered active duty. 
 
Provided with this letter are two forms: the Notice of Eligibility, form WH-381, and the 
Certification of Health Care Provider, form WH-380-E, both of which are promulgated by the 
Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. Department of Labor.  To expedite this process, Ms. Boiler 
may have her health care provider complete the certification while the Library determines Ms. 
Boiler’s eligibility.  Ms. Boiler has 15 calendar days to return the Certification of Health Care 
Provider.  Upon the Library’s determination of whether Ms. Boiler is an eligible employee, the 
Library will provide Ms. Boiler with the completed Notice of Eligibility.  The Library will make 
this determination by Tuesday, February 22, 2022.  
 
 Before Ms. Boiler’s hearing can be rescheduled, the Library will need to determine her 
ADA and FMLA status.  At this time, the hearing process will remain on hold for Ms. Boiler.  
From your prior communications, you have asserted that Ms. Boiler is a key witness for Ms. 
Withers, Ms. Haarstick, and Mr. Lindenbusch.  If Ms. Boiler is unavailable to attend the hearings 
scheduled on February 23, 2022, in person, then the employees may submit a written witness 
statement from Ms. Boiler or accommodations can be made for Ms. Boiler to appear at the hearing 
via Zoom.  The hearings for Ms. Withers, Ms. Haarstick, and Mr. Lindenbusch will not be 
rescheduled if Ms. Boiler is unavailable to attend in person. 
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I believe I have covered the substantive parts of your letter of February 16, 2022.  Should 
you have any questions with respect to the contents of this letter, please feel free to contact me.   

 
 
 Sincerely, 
 
 LAKE CITY LAW GROUP PLLC 
 
 Katharine B. Brereton 
 
 Katharine B. Brereton 
 
 
Encl. 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 



 

 

 
Katharine B. Brereton 
Partner 
kbrereton@lclattorneys.com  
 

February 22, 2022 
 
Sent via email: jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com  
 
Jeffrey H. Boiler 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 877 
Bonners Ferry, Idaho 83805  
 

RE: Boundary County Library | Employees Eric Lindenbusch, Cari Haarstick, Mac  
Withers, and Dana Boiler 

 Letters dated February 18, 2022, and February 21, 2022 
 
 
Dear Mr. Boiler, 
 
 The purpose of this letter is to provide a response to your letter of February 18, 2022, and 
provide clarification of apparent misunderstandings on your part.  At the outset, I will advise that 
I will not be providing a corresponding rebuttal to your legal arguments.  Since “time is of the 
essence” and you have requested a response by 5:00 p.m. today, I do not have the time to respond 
point by point to each of your contentions and arguments or to prepare a legal brief for your sole 
benefit.  In this letter I have addressed the important issues raised in your letters of February 18, 
2022, and February 21, 2022.   
 
ADA Request for Accommodation 
 

Thank you for providing the completed ADA request form.  This information has been 
forwarded to the Library Director, Kimber Glidden.  I will not get into an argument with you about 
whether requiring the request form to be submitted by Friday, February 18, 2022, is or was 
unreasonable.  Likewise, I will not argue with you about the Library’s timeframe for Ms. Boiler to 
provide the medical certification form to substantiate the need for the requested accommodations.  
Through you, Ms. Boiler raised a need for ADA accommodations on February 15, 2022, and the 
Library provided her with a week to provide the medical certification form from her medical 
provider.  As part of the interactive process, if Ms. Boiler cannot reasonably return the medical 
certification form in the time provided, all she needs to do is request more time do so and inform 
the Library of a date certain of when she will be able to do so. 
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As part of the Library’s duty to provide reasonable accommodations to an employee with 
an ADA-qualifying disability, it will certainly take into account Ms. Boiler’s current employment 
status and abide by the law in reaching a decision on the reasonableness of requested 
accommodations. 
 
Family Medical Leave 
 

As I stated in my letter of February 18, 2022, the Library determined that the language in 
the adopted personnel policy of March 31, 2021, could be interpreted to provide employees with 
leave pursuant to the Family Medical Leave Act.  In case it was not explicit enough in my letter 
of February 18, 2022, please disregard the part of my email of February 16, 2022, that “[Ms. 
Boiler] is not an eligible employee and so FMLA leave is unavailable to her.”   

 
I want to be very clear about the contents of my letter of February 18, 2022, so that there 

is no misunderstanding:  The Library is currently determining if Ms. Boiler is an eligible 
employee under the FMLA and whether she qualifies for leave under the FMLA.  Such a 
determination on eligibility will be made within the timeframe required by law based on Ms. 
Boiler’s notification on February 15, 2022.  Please see your email of February 15, 2022, sent to 
Tim Wilson on which I am cc’d.   The Library will follow all provisions of the law in making such 
determinations.   

 
The information provided in the letter of February 18, 2022, about an employee’s eligibility 

for FMLA is the same information that may be found on the Department of Labor’s website 
available here: https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/fmla.  I believe you misunderstand the 
substance of my letter and have made numerous unwarranted assumptions.  As of February 18, 
2022, the initial determination in my email of February 16, 2022, was vacated and no further 
determination has been made as to Ms. Boiler’s eligibility for FMLA leave, specifically because 
the Library needs to determine whether Ms. Boiler has satisfied the hours worked requirement.  
Please carefully read my letter of February 18, 2022.  No such determination was made therein 
that the number of hours Ms. Boiler worked or was on paid administrative leave during the twelve 
(12) month period before her request for FMLA satisfied the hours worked requirement.  Again, 
the statement in my letter of February 18, 2022, that “[t]he 1,250 hours of service requirement 
includes only those hours actually worked for the employer.  Paid leave and unpaid leave are not 
included”, is a general statement of the law which can be found on the above website.  With respect 
to the Notice of Eligibility form provided with my letter of February 18, 2022, this accompanied 
the letter for informational purposes and because you requested copies of the documents the 
Library utilizes for FMLA requests.  The Certification of Health Care Provider form was provided 
to expedite the process and because you requested copies of the documents the Library utilizes for 
FMLA requests. 

 
With respect to Ms. Boiler’s attendance at the hearings for other employees, the Library 

does not require nor directs her attendance at such hearings.  Nothing in my correspondence over 
the last several days can be construed as the Library requiring her attendance at or directing her to 

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/fmla
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attend the hearing of another employee.  If Ms. Withers, Ms. Haarstick, or Mr. Lindenbusch need 
Ms. Boiler’s testimony for the presentation of their respective cases, then that decision is between 
each of them and Ms. Boiler.  Being a witness for the personnel hearings of Ms. Withers, Ms. 
Haarstick, or Mr. Lindenbusch is not within the scope of Ms. Boiler’s job duties and does not 
constitute the performance of work. 

 
Hearings 
 

In light of your letter of February 21, 2022, regarding whether the Board’s attendance at 
the hearings on February 23, 2022, may legally be construed as “deliberation” under applicable 
law, the hearings will now be conducted in an Executive Session.  Included with this letter is 
the hearing notice and agenda for the Executive Session tomorrow.  The Library is conducting the 
hearings in a duly noticed Executive Session out of an abundance of caution. 

 
With respect to your contention that the Library has implicitly threatened to deny due 

process, you have plainly misstated and misunderstand my statement in my letter of February 18, 
2022.  It is your clients who have demanded that the Board be present for the personnel hearings.  
I advised you previously of the reasons why the Board should not be present; specifically, that, 
should any of the employees’ be terminated, they would be entitled to a post-termination hearing 
appeal hearing before the Board.  The Library’s concern all along has been to ensure each 
employee receives the due process to which they are entitled.  In the event that any of the 
employees are terminated from employment, and they seek a post-termination appeal hearing, and 
they demand that such hearing be conducted before the Board, then the Board will enter such 
hearing with the knowledge gained from the hearings conducted prior to any termination.  My only 
purpose in advising you and your clients that they may be knowingly inviting the possibility that 
the Board, in such a scenario, may not be impartial, was to again alert you of these due process 
concerns and to give you an opportunity to rethink the demand for Board attendance at the 
personnel hearings.  In any event, this may be a non-issue and is something that will have to be 
addressed only if and when the situation arises. 
 
Sufficiency of Notices of Proposed Personnel Action 
 

I have previously addressed this issue.  The arguments raised in your letter may certainly 
be raised by the affected employee at the time of their scheduled personnel hearing. 
 
// 
 
// 
 
// 
 
// 
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Should you have any questions with respect to the contents of this letter, please feel free to 
contact me.   

 
 
 Sincerely, 
 
 LAKE CITY LAW GROUP PLLC 
 
 Katharine B. Brereton 
 
 Katharine B. Brereton 
 
 
Encl. 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 



Boundary County Library Board of Trustees Meeting Agenda
Date: Wednesday, February 23, 2022

Time: 1:00 p.m.
Location: Boundary County Library

Special Meeting

Virtual Meeting Information:Topic: Boundary County Library Special Meeting
Time: Feb 23, 2022 01:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81347610808?pwd=STZCMFN6S2tnYkVYejR5MVB6Z1JnUT09

Meeting ID: 813 4761 0808
Passcode: 204999

One tap mobile
+16699009128,,81347610808#,,,,*204999# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,81347610808#,,,,*204999# US (Tacoma)

Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kc3p76rPVg

Call to Order

Roll Call

1. Executive Session ACTION ITEM (Action will be taken to enter and exit
Executive Session. No action will be taken during the Executive Session.)

1. Pursuant to Idaho Code 74-206(1)(b). To consider the
evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear
complaints or charges brought against, a public officer,
employee, staff member or individual agent, or public school
student.

Adjournment: Executive Session

Adjournment: Special meeting

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81347610808?pwd=STZCMFN6S2tnYkVYejR5MVB6Z1JnUT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kc3p76rPVg
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February 21, 2022 

 
BY EMAIL  
(kbrereton@lclattorneys.com) 
 
Katherine B. Brereton 
Partner 
Lake City Law  
435 W. Hanley 
Suite 101 
Coeur d’ Alene, ID  83815  
                                         
                     
 Your Client/Insureds:  Boundary County Library 
 Our Clients:  Eric Lindenbusch, Cari Haarstick, Mac Withers, Dana Boiler 
 
                
Dear Ms. Brereton: 
 

This letter responds to your letter of February 18.  Please respond in writing by 5:00 p.m. 
tomorrow, February 22.   

 
If I do not receive such a response from you by that time tomorrow, I will assume you intend to 

go forward with the proposed hearings of Eric Lindenbusch, Mac Withers and Cari Haarstick on 
Wednesday, and that my wife is required to submit any statements to these hearings in written form or 
she may attend by Zoom, as your February 18 letter suggests. 

 
Please consider the following carefully before making your decision about what you consider 

worthy of response and what is not.  I note you have ignored several of those issues, and simply state 
your “belief” that you have responded to all issues that require explanation or response in those 
communications.  You have failed to address apparently dispositive issues of law and fact in coming to 
your belief, and I wish to afford you the opportunity to reconsider before a record is made which would 
seem to be indefensible as a matter of law, discussed in part below. 

 
Please address the following in any response: 
 
 
 
 

mailto:jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com
mailto:dana@boilerlawfirm.com
mailto:kbrereton@lclattorneys.com
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Client Disparagement and Employee Status Objection 
  

Your letter of February 18 accuses me of disparaging you to your clients.  Please state the factual 
basis for this assertion, I take it very seriously, as I do any alleged violation of the Code of Professional 
Responsibility which governs us both. 

 
I have had no contact with your clients, directly or indirectly, which disparages you in any way.  

If you are referring to the language of advocacy in my February 16 letter to you, I was writing to you, 
not your clients.  If you choose to provide your clients with copies of my correspondence, I’m sure they 
are capable of drawing their own conclusions from true facts and accurate statements of the law.  I’m 
equally sure they understand advocacy within the bounds of the law is the standard by which my 
communications to you are judged.  You are familiar with those standards as a condition of admission 
to the Bar.   

 
If you are suggesting that I have somehow disparaged you unlawfully, or without basis in law or 

fact, please be more specific and I will respond accordingly.  As it stands, I apparently choose my words 
with you far more carefully than you seem to do with me.  “Disparagement” is an accusation, not an 
opinion of fact, when you put it in letterhead communications.  Please be more specific if you wish to 
continue to give me orders to “stop disparaging [you] to [your] clients.” 

 
I am truly sorry if my language of advocacy, which is based entirely on the truth of the matters 

discussed in my correspondence, caused you to lash out in this way.  That was not my intention. My 
intention was and remains to break through the stone wall of obstinate refusal to look at the facts of the 
matter without resorting to the standard defense tactic of belittling and attempting to assassinate the 
character of advocacy which is well-grounded in law, and not based on the almighty buck. 

 
You also seem to imply that I have alleged you are an employee of the District.  I can only ask 

you specifically to what are you referring?  I am aware of the nature of the relationship between attorney 
and client, and that outside in-house or government employment, attorney-client relationships are 
typically not employer-employee relationships, within the meaning of labor law.   

 
However, that you work for your clients is no mischaracterization of the typical relationship.  

You are working for your clients, although it is still very unclear to me by your responses to date exactly 
who those clients may be by name.  “Your advocacy efforts are being made for the benefit of your 
clients” perhaps would be a more precise way of putting it, but I hope you’re not truly suggesting that I 
am claiming that an attorney working for her client is presumably an employee.  That is not my clients’ 
claim or my own.  Your duty to your client is fiduciary, however, and that duty is higher in the law than 
the duty of an employee to an employer.  So what’s the point of your objection, and on what language 
is it based?  

 
FMLA Interference and Its Effects 

 
 On February 14 by email, Dana Boiler requested FMLA leave, for a qualifying reason, The 
request was sent to General Counsel for the Library, copied to you, on February 14.  You denied it 
summarily by email the next day, as discussed below.  Your denial did not contain the required 
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minimum of at least one reason for the claim of ineligibility.  This is a completed act of interference 
with FMLA leave under applicable law. 
 

• You then chose later in the week to provide among other things a “Notice of 
Eligibility” FMLA form, in blank without any statement of eligibility, but opined that 
the accompanying FMLA certification paperwork be completed within the 15 day 
certification period allowed by law.  This is also separate actionable FMLA 
interference, penalties for which are discussed below. 
 

• You then suggested last week that she attend the hearings which you refuse to postpone 
by Zoom or written statement.  This requires work of the employee during the period you 
are deciding about “eligibility”, even though this is a simple matter of addition and 
multiplication.  Once invoked, FMLA does not allow an employer to suggest or require 
that the requesting employee perform further work while the statutory timelines are 
observed.  Imposing such a requirement while refusing to acknowledge that the meeting 
as  scheduled violates both District policy and Open Meetings Law, discussed below, 
constitutes evidence of a willful violation of FMLA, and a third and separate act of 
actionable FMLA interference. 

  
• Finally, your communications of last week attempted, after the initial outright denial 

without the required statement of reason, to manipulate her work hours by 
characterizing her administrative leave time, beginning in April of 2021 and continuing 
up to and through the present, as “excluded” hours.  She was required by the terms of 
administrative leave, since July, 2021, to be available at all working hours to her 
employer for an “ongoing investigation” by “the Wilson Law Firm” and “any of its 
agents”, presumably because Ms. Ashworth and the Board didn’t get what they had 
hoped for from the weeklong interview process in June, with which my clients and I 
cooperated fully.   
 
You were fully aware of these facts when you alleged her hours worked were “paid 
leave” within  the meaning of the Act.  Paid leave does not include leave during which 
the employee has imposed upon her continuing duties of employment.  I have outlined 
the legal basis for this statement to you with no response at the time of this writing. 

 
  That notice with employment duties of July, continues to this day.  It has not been 
  modified or revoked by the subsequent reiteration of Notice of Proposed Disciplinary 
  action dated February 11 or any other communication.  In your letter of February 18 
  you list these concerns as among those unworthy of your response.  Please explain if 
  your failure to address this issue is otherwise. As the record now stands, this is a  
  separate act of interference, by manipulation of hours or delaying the processing of a 
  FMLA leave request. 
 

• Utilizing the most generous rules of calculation for the employer’s time for response to 
the initial FMLA request sent by email last Monday, today at close of business is the 
latest time for the employer to attempt to repair the completed act of interference by 
your denial outright of the claim by email dated February 15, without the required 
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statement of reason for non-eligibility. Willful refusal to correct a known violation and 
purporting thereafter to impose time deadlines which do not conform to statutory rights 
of certification is also a separate act of interference. 

 
. In evaluating these issues of FMLA interference, please take careful note that you have been 
provided with the legal authority which establishes that your interpretation of  “paid leave” is 
misplaced, and therefore we will allege that continued refusal to cure these violations is willful. 
 
 It is against this factual setting that I call your attention to the following further matters of law: 
 

 Section 825.300 of the FMLA regulations applicable states: 
 
When an employee requests FMLA leave, or when the employer acquires knowledge that an 
employee's leave may be for an FMLA-qualifying reason, the employer must notify the 
employee of the employee's eligibility to take FMLA leave within five business days, absent 
extenuating circumstances. 
The eligibility notice must state whether the employee is eligible for FMLA leave as defined in 
§ 825.110. If the employee is not eligible for FMLA leave, the notice must state at least one 
reason why the employee is not eligible, including as applicable the number of months the 
employee has been employed by the employer, the hours of service with the employer during 
the 12-month period.  [Emphasis added] 

Section 105 of the FMLA and section 825.220 of the FMLA regulations prohibit the following 
actions:  

• An employer is prohibited from interfering with, restraining, or denying the exercise of, or 
the attempt to exercise, any FMLA right.  

Examples of prohibited conduct include:  

• Refusing to authorize FMLA leave for an eligible employee,  
• Manipulating an employee’s work hours to avoid responsibilities under the FMLA  

Any violations of the FMLA or the Department’s regulations constitute interfering with, restraining, or 
denying the exercise of rights provided by the FMLA. 

 I remind you that on February 18 you state: 

   “Out of an abundance of caution because of the language in the adopted personnel 
  policy, the Library will seek to determine if Ms. Boiler is an eligible employee and 
  qualifies for leave under the FMLA…  Provided with this letter are two forms: the 
  Notice of Eligibility, form WH-381, and the Certification of Health Care Provider, form 
  WH-380-E…”   

 The Notice of Eligibility form is blank and therefore contains no designation by the employer 
of eligibility status.  Nevertheless, you seek  to have my client complete the process as if she were 

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-29/section-825.110
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eligible by applying a 15 day deadline to complete the medical certification form.  You direct her to 
testify by Zoom or in writing as a material witness at the remaining hearings, which you refuse to 
postpone due to my wife’s central role in presenting a full defense of the charges against my other 
clients.  This does not seem to evidence the declared, “abundance of caution”.   

 Your February 18 further states: 

 “The 1,250 hours of service requirement includes only those hours actually worked for the 
 employer. Paid leave and unpaid leave are not included.”   

 You address in no way the fact that since at least July 23, my client was under written order to 
cooperate in an “ongoing investigation” of the matters discussed in the June interview statements she 
was required to give to a third attorney, all as a condition of her employment.  There is no legal 
dispute that such leave is not “paid time off” (PTO) within the meaning of the Act, and constitutes 
manipulation of her hours in an attempt to delay or deny her rights under FMLA. 

 By specifically including this language I can only assume that your client intends to deny 
eligibility under the mistaken assumption that my client does not have 1250 compensable work hours 
due to her 10 months of paid administrative leave.  For what other reason would the library need more 
time to determine eligibility?  It is simple arithmetic.   My client has obviously worked more than 12 
months, obviously works 144 hours per month, and the policy extending  FMLA benefits is 
enforceable, as we have pointed out to you in previous correspondence.   

 If your client intends to hide behind the 50-75 Rule, then their “offer” of FMLA benefits 
adopted again last year after due consideration by the Board, was simply a fraud.  If that is your claim 
to support denial of eligibility,  then there would never be an eligible employee, for the library will 
never have that many employees in the given geographic area.  That was specifically discussed at the 
Board meetings where I was present and my clients recorded the minutes as Board secretaries. If the 
intent was to create a false impression of FMLA coverage for employees and applicants for the 
position, it is void or voidable, and obviously actionable.  Denial would occur in every case and you 
would need no time to evaluate it.  However, you have stated you are taking time, “in an abundance of 
caution” and “due to the language” of the policy convening FMLA benefits, so denial on grounds of 
the 50-75 rule as a “gotcha” doesn’t seem likely.  If not, why the delay? 

 As lawyers we know that we must interpret the policy provisions to which you refer as though 
it was intended to be effective, not a sham.   Therefore, my client qualifies unless they intend to say 
that administrative leave with pay does not qualify as “actual hours worked.” I have thoroughly 
addressed this issue in my previous correspondence. This type of administrative leave, with additional 
duties of availability and investigation, is not “Paid leave” for FMLA purposes, and manipulating her 
hours to make it appear so is not only actionable under FMLA, it goes precisely to the claim of 
retaliation, which is the obvious motive behind the posturing by your client to the contrary. 

 The performance of additional work after an FMLA request and while it is pending, as noted 
above, is FMLA interference.  Holding that fact in mind, please recall your own words of last week: 
“If Ms. Boiler is unavailable to attend the hearings scheduled on February 23, 2022, in person, then 
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the employees may submit a written witness statement from Ms. Boiler or accommodations can be 
made for Ms. Boiler to appear at the hearing via Zoom.”  [Emphasis Added)  

 An employer is not permitted to request that an employee perform work related duties after a 
request for FMLA leave is made for a qualifying reason.   

 There are many more and serious issues with FMLA compliance, extending back decades and 
for which there is ample proof,  that have not been discussed here.  By way of example, consider the 
following: 

  Every employer covered by the FMLA is required to post and keep posted on its premises, in 
conspicuous places where employees are employed, a notice explaining the Act's provisions and 
providing information concerning the procedures for filing complaints of violations of the Act with the 
Wage and Hour Division. Covered employers must post this general notice even if no employees are 
eligible for FMLA leave.  

 In 2020, my client informed the Director of the Boundary County Library that he was in 
violation of the FMLA posting requirements and had been in violation for the past four years. This did 
not come to light in the context of any threat of claim.  Rather, it was the result of the tireless efforts of 
my client—off duty, and for the benefit of each and every Library employee-- to research the law as it 
changed during the COVID pandemic’s first year, to include paid FMLA.  This had the potential to 
and did in fact benefit the District and their employees during the time of paid leave availability, and is 
when she learned that Director Anderson had no knowledge whatever of FMLA, what it stood for, its 
posting requirements, or even what it meant for employers with FMLA policies similar to those in the 
District policies.   

  At that time it became apparent that your client had been in violation of the posting 
requirements under the Act, and had been for decades.  FMLA notices of benefits were never posted, 
and the ‘training’ Ms. Ashworth provided to her selected successor, Director Anderson, also did not 
include any compliance with Wage and Hour postings.  After Ms. Ashworth’s training, Director 
Anderson even thought federal wage and hour minimums only applied to federal employees, and that a 
librarian could be fired at will.  He had to be informed, after that ‘training’ by “Librarian Emeritus 
Ashworth”, now “Historian Sandra Ashworth”, by my clients about his minimum posting 
requirements under the law. 

The fine amounts for such casual instances of noncompliance are: 

• Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA): $178 each; 
• Job Safety and Health: It’s the Law (OSHA): $13,653 
• Employee Polygraph Protection Act (EPPA): $21,663 

Specific caselaw suggests that if you even have an outdated FMLA or Wage and Hour Notice poster 
— or no poster at all — the courts may decide that the statute of limitations doesn’t apply because you 
didn’t notify employees about their legal rights and responsibilities in the first place. You can’t use it 
as a defense, and the case may move forward against you.  Whether this is true or not, there is no 
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doubt as a matter of evidence that such conduct will be germane to the State retaliation and many 
serious Federal civil claims which will be filed unless your client relents and reconsiders immediately. 

 Another example of ongoing and long term noncompliance with such legal requirements on the 
employer include the concept of bad faith. Bad faith is another way posting compliance comes into 
play in this fact pattern.   This term refers to an intentional, dishonest act by not fulfilling legal 
obligations, and is replete with examples in the record of your client’s handling of their duties as 
fiduciaries of public trust and a great deal of public money.  A finding of bad faith can directly affect 
your damages in an employee lawsuit — either by inflating a damage award against you or standing in 
the way of a good-faith defense that would otherwise reduce or eliminate your damages.  

 In federal discrimination or harassment lawsuits, this may come into play as contributing to 
punitive damages, issued in addition to damages for back and front pay, emotional distress and legal 
fees. They are typically the largest portion of a plaintiff’s total settlement. Without good faith, 
employers may also have to pay “liquidated damages” in suits involving laws such as the FLSA and 
the Equal Pay Act (EPA). This essentially means damages are doubled.  Caselaw confirms this 
interpretation of the law. 

 Therefore, be advised that evidence exists your client has FMLA violations that go back 
decades, and appears to be willful at this point. The violations includes an egregious, well-known,  
documented and openly admitted  case of FMLA retaliation that occurred under the former Director in 
late 2020.  The victim was one of my clients.  Your clients have engaged in an ongoing pattern of 
FMLA interference, retaliation and willful noncompliance with State and Federal law,  for many years.  
Your FMLA interpretations of law must be viewed in that context. 

Hearing Notices and Open Meetings Violations 

Alternate Date Availability:  Misrepresentation 

 In your letter dated February 18 you state:   

From your letter, I understand that each employee demands a hearing, and that hearing on 
February 17, 2022, was unacceptable. However, you have not requested an alternate date and 
time. In the Notice of Proposed Personnel Action served last September, each employee was 
notified that if they were unable to participate at the scheduled hearing, then the employee 
could request an alternate date and time. In the hearing notices, the employees were again 
advised of this.” [Emphasis Added] 

This factual representation is directly contradicted by the language of the February 11 notice to which 
you refer.  You sent those notices to me, they came from your email to me of February 14.  In the 
hearing notices dated February 11, 2022 Director Glidden states:  

Please be advised that the Library will not grant a request for an alternate date and time 
occurring after February 23, 2022. [Emphasis Added] 
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There is an obvious contradiction between these two statements.  Contrary to your bald assertion, in 
fact none of my clients were afforded an opportunity to submit an “alternate date and time”, the 
language is quite the opposite, and quite absolute.    Furthermore, the language if now relied upon, 
directly violates FMLA protections, since she is a material witness in the three impending retaliatory 
termination hearings.  The pretense that it is not seems clear from the evidence from any objective 
factfinder to see, and in itself now constitutes proof of FMLA interference, corroborated by your own 
summary refusal of the initial FMLA request February 15.   

The disingenuous nature of your assertion is underscored by complete omission to mention that the 
Board has in fact treated pretermination hearings as noticed public hearings under the policy 
provisions we have invoked, which are public meetings, as discussed in detail below.  It is not merely 
the policy itself which they disobey by refusal to give notice of meeting in this case.  It is the actual 
and recent past, actual practice of your client’s Board under this policy, in the recent past, with one of 
the clients they now seek to deny that very same process. 

This is a retaliation case.  There is no obvious reason, other than concealment, for omitting mention of 
this recent past practice and its obvious applicability to your assertions.  There are similarly no 
obvious reasons for this omission, other than knowing and willful obstruction and denial of my clients’ 
policy and Constitutional rights to a meaningful hearing and opportunity to defend prior to adverse 
employment action. 

Implicit Threat To Deny Due Process 

 Even if this were not the case, your argument takes away all doubt by suggesting that by 
simply invoking the known right to Board attendance, my clients will be responsible for the Board 
lacking impartiality when they do meet at the second stage hearing set forth in the policy manual.  The 
language you have used seems particularly threatening and is consistent with our assertion that your 
clients’ actions in refusing to follow past practice and the controlling opinions of the Idaho Attorney 
General, I quote it from your letter of February 18: 

 “Thus, by demanding the presence of the Board at the hearings scheduled for February 23, 
2022, and the hearing scheduled for Ms. Boiler at a later time, each employee is knowingly inviting 
the possibility that the Board may not be impartial at such post-termination appeal hearing.” 
[Emphasis Added] 

 You then suggest they withdraw their undisputed right to that attendance under both policy and 
past practice if they wish to avoid risking “lack of impartiality” by the Board.  This is best interpreted 
with common sense, in context:  It is a clear threat to deny a meaningful hearing at the second Board 
hearing post-termination, which is a foregone conclusion given the retaliatory nature of the sham 
allegations set forth in the notices of proposed action your client has now reaffirmed. 

 You have by this statement in essence confirmed what we allege:  the Board may be 
reasonably expected to  retaliate by lack of impartiality,  simply because my clients have invoked the 
policy right to Board attendance at their termination hearings.  You do so knowing the Board has the 
ability to vote to overturn any termination decision by the Director, and therefore with full knowledge 
that your claim that the required meetings do lead to a potential vote of the Board.   
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 Even so, you continue to refuse to give notice of public meeting, or provide even a single 
document on which the allegations are based:  no names of complainants, no places, no times, and 
nothing that would allow any of my clients an opportunity to frame a defense.  In substance, your 
statement tells my clients they may expect the Board not to be impartial.   

You base this warning on the mere fact of invoking the policy provision creating this due 
process right…not because of any compelling government interest to “quickly rid the workplace of 
unacceptable employees.”  Your client has had mine on administrative leave with pay and with 
affirmative duties of cooperation with investigation, there is no compelling interest in quick hearing as 
you suggest.   

 To treat such a serious public matter so dismissively  seems arbitrary and capricious at best.  
Several courts have spoken to such arbitrary abandonment of past practice, so please keep in mind that 
your client has in fact given notice of public meeting for such hearings in the past, applying this very 
policy provision.  There is no excuse for its abandonment just for my clients, without the obvious goal 
of retaliation for protected whistleblowing activity.   

The most recent example is the noticed meeting of December 20, 2020.  At that time, the 
Board gave notice of public meeting for that date and included in it the specific line item for executive 
session to consider Mac Withers’ termination, under pretext.  After several hours of deliberation in 
closed executive session with the Board, she was not terminated. In fact, shortly thereafter she 
received a letter memorializing her library service then to date as “exemplary”, and this was not the 
result of representation, I was not her attorney at the time, this was not a negotiated memorandum. 

  In short, your Board client and its former Director followed the policy we invoke as it should 
have been and gave public notice of meeting for the most recent termination attempted under this 
policy provision.  They now wish to forget that, and it is nowhere mentioned in your correspondence.  

 In doing so, they seem to have abandoned both the language of the policy and the opinion of 
the Attorney General discussed in this correspondence.  They refuse to give notice of meeting.  You 
threaten lack of impartiality if they are required to comply with their own policies, and suggest they 
surrender their rights to such a meeting—if they know what is good for them.  This is consistent with 
the constructive suggestion made to my clients by staff of your client’s CPA when he mischaracterized 
their employment status, who stated in substance “If you don’t like it, why don’t you just quit”.   

 I hope this correspondence now makes the answer to that question a little clearer than it might 
have been when they made that statement. 

 Hiding behind contorted interpretations of clear law is the practice of scofflaws, not public 
servants.  Threatening unfair consideration to avoid public scrutiny on matters of child and employee 
safety, with a myriad of issues of other serious public concern for Board administration of this Library 
District, has only one word I can think of to accurately describe it:  extortion. 
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Notice of a Public Meeting 

Your response of February 18 also ignores the controlling opinions of the Idaho Attorney 
General on the same subject.  You state in your letter of February 18: 

These hearings, however, are not public meetings and will not be noticed as such. Idaho Code 
§ 74-202 defines a “meeting” as “the convening of a governing body of a public agency to 
make a decision or to deliberate toward a decision on any matter.” “‘Decision’ means any 
determination, action, vote or final disposition upon a motion, proposal, resolution, order, 
ordinance or measure on which a vote of a governing body is required, at any meeting at which 
a quorum is present….” “‘Deliberation’ means the receipt or exchange of information or 
opinion relating to a decision, but shall not include informal or impromptu discussions of a 
general nature that do not specifically relate to a matter then pending before the public agency 
for decision.” 

Your personal conclusion that the employee’s right to Board attendance at both this hearing and any 
subsequent “name clearing hearing’, as you have called it, hinges entirely on your interpretation of 
what constitutes “deliberation” by the Board.  You simply state your conclusion that it is not.   

Unfortunately, your opinion seems directly opposite of what the Idaho Attorney General has advised 
the entire State in his current handbook on Open Meetings Law.  I noticed your argument  pointedly 
omits all reference to this document, even though it speaks precisely to what you claim, and disagrees 
completely with you. 

You write on this subject, in part:   

“…the Board will not be making a decision or deliberating towards a decision at the hearings 
on February 23, 2022, or at the hearing scheduled for Ms. Boiler at a later time. Thus, these 
hearings are not public meetings and need not be treated as public meetings.” 

However, in his currently published Attorney General’s Handbook on Open Meetings Law,  
Frequently Asked Questions, page 6, the AG has directly addressed your claimed statutory 
interpretation, and rejected it.  In that section plainly entitled “What Constitutes a Meeting Under 
Open Meetings Law”, p. 6,--our subject here-- the Attorney General writes: 

 “The term ‘deliberation’ is also a defined term and means ‘the receipt or exchange of 
information or opinion leading to a decision…Note this does not require any discussion or 
preliminary decision making.  Even receipt of information relating to a decision.,,.amounts 
to “deliberation’…” [Emphasis Added] 

 I note you did not mention this portion of the statute on which you rely in making the bald 
assertion that no deliberation is to occur at any hearing, pre-or post-termination, and why you did not 
do so seems obvious in light of the opinion of the Attorney General cited immediately above.   

 In any event, the Board will ultimately make a decision at the post termination hearing, the 
second part of the Loudermill process.  By attending the first hearing, which the Board must do 
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according to policy, they will have “deliberated” or be in “receipt or exchange of information or 
opinion relating to that ultimate decision that specifically relates to the matter then pending before the 
public agency.”  The definition of deliberation in the AG Handbook seems to make that clear enough. 
This deliberation will lead to a future action at a second Louderrmill, or post-termination hearing.  At 
this second hearing, one outcome is a vote to reverse the termination decision…otherwise the policy 
provision is a sham.  These hearings receive information, defined as ‘deliberation’ in the statute and 
interpreted as such by the Attorney General.  That information is used at a second hearing which can 
result in a vote to reverse or affirm the underlying decision.  That is ultimate decision, and there is no 
way around it.  Your client acted as though they understood this when they conducted their last 
termination in 2020, which did in fact not result in termination.  Therefore, the right to hearing is not a 
formality.  It is a substantial right. 

 As a result, there is no reasonable conclusion except that this process with Board receipt of 
information, whether they act on it or not, are public meetings and subject to public notice.  No public 
notice has been given.  Therefore, your claimed right to conduct a hearing of any kind involving my 
clients on February 23 is illusory. 

 This Board hired an attorney specifically for the purpose of advising them on procedural 
matters during such public meetings.  They retained Tim Wilson at $1000 per meeting in March, 2021. 
By that time, this Board had committed at least 30 open meetings violations including at least three 
years of failure to properly give notice to the public of all meetings, failure to provide timely notice, 
failure to amend the agenda, failure to take roll call votes, failure to prepare minutes, failure to 
properly enter executive sessions, failure to designate action items, failure to adjourn meetings, failure 
to call meetings to order, failure to sign minutes, alteration of minutes, etc.   
 Your clients continued with this pattern even after hiring an attorney.  My clients had to inform 
them it was a violation to not have a representative present in the room with the public.  The Board 
would only show up through Zoom and the Director would hide behind locked doors away from the 
public.  When informed of this, Ms. Ashworth smugly disagreed and she had to call their attorney who 
also was not showing up in person for the meetings.  Two of my clients were the Board secretaries 
during this time.  They have never taken the minutes of a meeting where there was not a known 
violation.  This became such a problem that in late 2020, this Board was informed and is therefore 
currently aware of the following statutory provisions:  
 

“If an action, or any deliberation or decision making that leads to an action, occurs at any 
meeting that fails to comply with the provisions of the Open Meeting Law, such an action may 
be declared null and void by a court.  Any member of the governing body taking such an 
action, who participates in any such deliberation, decision making, or meeting, is subject to a 
civil penalty not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars ($250).  The maximum civil penalty for a 
subsequent violation is two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500). Any governing body 
member who knowingly violates a provision of the Open Meeting Law is subject to a civil 
penalty of not more than one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500). It is the opinion of the 
Attorney General that the Idaho Legislature intended that such fines be paid by the individual 
member of the governing body, not the governing body itself.” 
 

 I know you are aware of the public meeting issues plaguing this Board.  You have personally 
attended the Zoom meetings during the summer of 2021 and  could be seen by the Zoom public on 
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camera trying to contain your laughter along with everyone else at the obvious absurdity of it. You 
know very well that until very recently,  it was a great accomplishment if this Board could even bring 
a meeting to completion. That particular meeting which you attended couldn’t even be completed due 
to technical difficulties and other mishaps such as the executive session being broadcast openly to 
some members of the public.  
  
 If the Board chooses to not give the required notice to the public of these hearings and thereby 
knowingly violates open meeting laws again, the entire, tragic tale of their open disregard of virtually 
all public meeting requirements, over a period of many years, will be relevant to our claim of ongoing 
disregard in the present violation.   The Board is personally responsible for such penalties, as you well 
know.   
 
            I am therefore copying Mr. Wilson with this correspondence, since this is clearly within the 
scope of his representation as disclosed to the public when he was retained in March, 2021. 
 
 Finally, with respect to failure to give notice of meeting, you wrote me the following: 

 
“In accordance with Idaho Code § 33-2721, the Library Director is statutorily delegated the 
duty to hire, discipline, and discharge any employee of the Boundary County Library District. 
The personnel policy adopted by the Board on March 31, 2021, cannot supersede Idaho Code § 
33-2721.” 
 

I’m not sure where you got the idea that Board action by vote was required in order to render the 
meeting a “public” meeting, but we don’t disagree that policy doesn’t trump statute.  No one suggested 
it did.  The personnel policy cannot and does not supersede Idaho Code § 33-2721, which does not 
expressly forbid the Board from being present at any hearing.  The Director will make the ultimate 
decision regarding termination according to Idaho Code.   
  
 The Board’s presence at the hearing will be for the purposes of receiving information that will 
lead to a decision at a future meeting and to oversee due process.  Additionally, the policy states that 
the Board will be allowed to ask questions of the employees.  This participation in the process does not 
supersede the statutory responsibilities delegated to Ms. Glidden.  As stated before, the Board has 
previously been involved in this process with other employees.   
  
 In the same missive, you also state:  
 

“…by demanding the presence of the Board at the hearings scheduled for February 23, 2022, 
and the hearing scheduled for Ms. Boiler at a later time, each employee is knowingly inviting 
the possibility that the Board will not be impartial at such post-termination appeal hearing. If 
after consideration of this information, any of your clients decide that they do not want the 
Board to be present at the upcoming hearings, please let me know.” 
 

The implicit threat to deny due process secured to my clients by Loudermill and its progeny is 
obvious, and it’s legal effect will be discussed with you in detail should you choose to stand by it. 
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Fatal Insufficiency of Notices of Proposed Action:  Due Process Violations 
 
 In your letter dated February 18, 2022 you state, “Applicable and controlling case law does not 
require the employer to proffer all evidence to the employe[e],  but only provide the employee with 
notice of the evidence.”  You cite none of that controlling case law thereafter, only Loudermill , and 
well you should not.  Even a casual review of cases citing and interpreting Loudermill shows State and 
Federal Courts alike have interpreted the notice requirement so as to require at least several basic 
pieces of information you refuse to acknowledge must be given to satisfy Constitutional requirements.  
Hiding behind generalities now is impossible, you need to address those “controlling case law” 
citations and make them known if you wish to avoid liability for your clients on this point, for the law 
seems clearly not to support your personal interpretation of Loudermill. 
 
 Here are some of the cases, which you did not cite, which speak to the question of what 
constitutes adequate notice of the charges during the Loudermill process and have been clarified by the 
following cases: 
 

Gniotek v. City of Philadelphia was heard before the 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals and holds 
that "before appellants were suspended with intent to dismiss they were entitled to whatever 
pretermination procedures the Constitution mandates prior to actual dismissal." The Court stated that, 
“Pretermination notice of the charges and evidence against an employee need not be in great detail as 
long as it allows the employee ‘the opportunity to determine what facts, if any, within his knowledge 
might be presented in mitigation of or in denial of the charges.’” Gniotek, 808 F.2d at 244. 
 
 The court reviewed the content of the pretermination notices provided to the appellants and 
determined that they satisfied the requirement that it “apprises the vulnerable party of the nature of the 
charges and general evidence against him.”  The reason the Court did so was that the notices included 
the following language: 

 
“We are questioning you concerning testimony presented in Federal Court under oath by 
Eugene Boris an admitted number writer, that he paid you $60 per month for an extended 
period beginning in 1982 for protection of his illegal activities.” Gniotek, 808 F.2d at 244 

 
This [emphasis added] statement, clearly gave Gniotek notice of the charges and nature of evidence 
against him.  It was of such specificity to allow Gniotek the opportunity to determine what facts, if any 
within his knowledge might be presented in mitigation of or in denial of the charges. We find that 
under the standards enunciated in Loudermill, this notice satisfied the demands of due process.” 
Gniotek, 808 F.2d at 244 
 
 Please note that Gniotek at minimum received: the name, date, place, and specifics of the 
allegations against him, which the Court has held is required to satisfy the demands of adequate notice 
and due process.  You are correct that “Applicable and controlling case law does not require the 
employer to proffer all evidence to the employe[e]”, however it does require the employer to proffer 
some of the evidence, and the Oregon Supreme Court below has been cited many times in our region, 
and by Federal Courts for its articulation of just how much notice is required.   
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 In substance, it’s “…enough to prepare a meaningful defense.”   How you can “believe” that is 
it is possible to do that when no name, date, place or circumstances, including no evidence after ten 
months of administrative leave and “ongoing investigation”, is simply alarming.  
 
 In State ex rel Currin v. Commision on Judicial Fitness, 311 Or. 530, 815 P.2d 212 (Or.1991) 
the Oregon Supreme Court held that the Plaintiff was denied his due process right of adequate notice 
of the charges as he is entitled to more than he had received.  While providing all the discovery 
requested by the Plaintiff was not required, (in this case it was over 300 pages) at minimum the 
Plaintiff was “entitled to the names of the Complainants, the places where and dates when the 
pertinent event allegedly occurred.”  
 
 With this caselaw in mind, please examine more closely Eric Lindenbusch’s notice which 
states: 

“A patron provided the Library with a written complaint about discussions the patron had 
overheard while they were at the Library.  The patron reported that they had overheard you and 
two other employees “bashing” other employees and encouraging other patrons to contact a 
Board member to complain about conditions at the Library.  Another employee also reported 
that they observed you provide a patron with a Board member’s contact information for the 
purpose of encouraging the patron to complaint about conditions at the Library.” 

 
 This does not meet the standard of adequate notice since it does not provide the name of the 
Complainant, the date the alleged incident occurred, or any specifics regarding the allegations other 
than he was “bashing employees,” which is wholly subjective.   
 
 Additionally, it does not include the name of the employee who has complained that Mr. 
Lindenbusch allegedly provided a patron with Board contact information, nor does it include a date or 
location of this allegation.  It is also unclear about which policy in particular providing Board contact 
information violates, since it is available on the Library’s website and it is the statutory duty of an 
elected public official---and specifically a Board Trustee-- to be accessible to the public he or she 
serves.  Mr. Lindenbusch has not been afforded any opportunity to determine what facts, if any, within 
his knowledge might be presented in mitigation of or in denial of the charges.   
 
 Similarly, it is completely unclear as to why providing a patron contact information on request 
is a violation of any kind and for any purpose.  Why no disclosure of the Complainant:  is it the 
convicted child molester who regularly weighs in on library issues at public meetings?  I daresay his 
reliability as a witness is subject to considerable impeachment.   
 
 While it is not required that my clients receive a copy of the alleged complaint, in a matter of 
public safety and other serious issues of public concern, these circumstances would seem reasonable to 
provide given the clear disobedience to constitutional standards of due process discussed by the Court 
in Currin., above.   
 
 You state that to require more than what you have provided would “intrude to an unwarranted 
extent on the government’s interest in quickly removing an unsatisfactory employee.”  If so, please 
identify that compelling interest.  These charges must be over ten months old, since my clients went on 
administrative leave in April of 2021 and have not been back since.   
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 This “unsatisfactory employee” who needs “immediate removal for public protection”, has  33 
years of exemplary performance as a librarian in a significant public library in another State.  He holds 
the degree of Master of Library Science, and has been an exemplary employee here since being hired.  
There are no good faith complaints against him.  They are made, particularly in his case, for the sole 
and exclusive reason that he joins with the other three whistleblowers I represent, for the safety and 
welfare of the patrons, their children, the community as a whole, and his fellow employees.  He can’t 
be neatly dealt with by slander, he is a noble and resolute man.  His true crime is standing with my 
other three clients to put an end to years of corrupt and lawless practice by your client’s 
administration, overseers and employees. That is his true crime, and your client’s refusal to even give 
the complainant a name, clearly required by the progeny of Loudermill you ignore, will become 
obvious when this matter reaches a Federal forum. 
 
 He has been on paid administrative leave for seven months for a single patron complaint. There 
is nothing that has been quick about his removal, and it is disingenuous to suggest the language you 
cite in any way relates to the real world, particularly this client.   He is requesting only one document, 
which is the same document being used to terminate two other exemplary employees.  Under these 
circumstances, to withhold this information, or even allow him the opportunity to see it at all after ten 
months of leave prior to any pretermination hearing, is to deny him his due process rights of adequate 
notice of the evidence against him and is obviously being done to further retaliation and continue to 
deny him his protections as a whistleblower.    
  
 This is only one example.  There are similar deficiencies across all four notices provided to my 
clients by Ms. Ashworth.   For example, Cari Haarstick’s notice states, “You were asked on numerous 
occasions directly and through your attorney to provide the needed information for the Library to 
control the website.”  According to “applicable and controlling case law” this is not specific enough to 
fulfill adequate notice requirements. What are the nature of the charges? When exactly were these 
numerous occasions? Who asked Cari for the needed information? Was it Craig Anderson, because 
that was Cari’s supervisor at the time the transfer of the website actually took place. How was she 
asked? Was it by phone, email, text message and most importantly how does merely asking someone 
to provide information violate a policy?   
 
 Are you implying that Ms. Haarstick did not respond, because she did respond in great detail, 
and I wrote responses to District counsel which ended the matter without further objection, but Sandra 
Ashworth apparently didn’t care about that, and now your current Director is taking the lead from her.  
It’s up to you to stop it, it is a gross injustice and this notice is premised on a simple lie by the 
employer’s representative, not a mistake. 
 
 To demonstrate why this is true, please just note the charge:  she was asked to provide 
information.  It doesn’t say that she didn’t respond. It doesn’t say she responded inappropriately.  It 
doesn’t say what information, and this was the subject of a similar mistake by Mr. Droz of the Wilson 
office at the time, who threatened immediate legal action for failure to surrender the website she co-
designed for the library.  In fact she had, I supplied Mr. Droz with the transfer documents, and the 
matter was closed.  Who resurrected it?  On what evidence?  What compelling State interest now 
requires that you conceal the subject matter of the “information”?   Is she being terminated for not 
responding, or not responding in the way Sandra Ashworth wanted? 
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 You are also incorrect in your “belief” that enough information by way of evidence has been 
provided to my clients.  My clients cannot possibly prepare an adequate defense against such vague 
charges that don’t even include the most basic and necessary information to satisfy adequate notice.  
Tossing off “make a public records request” might be emotionally satisfying to you, but I hope it’s 
plain that it does not further the interests of your client, because in context it is unreasonable, and this 
is a retaliation case.  
 
 You have avoided discussion of the Constitutional standards which do apply to these notices, 
and this correspondence is to afford you one final opportunity to rethink that approach.  I hope you can 
see it will have serious legal consequences if not responsibly addressed immediately. 
 
Suggested Course of Action 
 
 If your client goes forward with these notices and continues the disciplinary process in any 
way, including any attempt to conduct a hearing on February 23 as threatened, all these matters will be 
the subject of public record to be filed in ways appropriate in the circumstances within a short time 
after adverse employment action is taken.  Your client must obey Federal law cited above and provide 
a meaningful process, not a sham process, if they wish to use “good faith” as any part of their defense 
at any level this matter will go once their decision is locked in stone. 
 
 Your client can avoid the immediate consequences of the legal violations and principles 
outlined above by first immediately withdrawing the present notices of proposed disciplinary action, in 
favor of this timeline of proposed action: 
 

• Provide me  by the close of business tomorrow, Tuesday February 22, with written notice of 
withdrawal of Notices of Proposed Disciplinary Action now pending against each of my 
clients. 

 
• If you do so, I will provide you within ten days as calculated by the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure,  a written list of public disclosures of fact which will be based on the truth of the 
matters outlined.  The goal is public safety and welfare,  and for that there is a true need for the 
District  to act quickly, for they have created a hostile and dangerous workplace for employees 
and patrons alike.   
 

• Based on your response to that list, we will consider the delay of filing a series of 
administrative and judicial complaints against your clients and many of the employees and 
Board members individually named.  Pleading and proof of punitive damages under the 
remedies sought is appropriate and will expose your insureds to substantial personal liability if 
this final opportunity to educate the public cooperatively is rejected. 
 

 This is not an offer of compromise. 
 
 Time is of the essence in this matter. 
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 Please respond to me in writing by 5:00 p.m. Tuesday, February 22, 2022. 
 
                  Sincerely,  

     `  
      /s/ Jeff Boiler 
 
      Jeffrey H. Boiler 
      ISB #11476 
      OSB #830219 
      Attorney for Dana Boiler,  
      Cari Haarstick,  
                                                  Mac Withers, and  
      Eric Lindenbusch 

 
 
 
 
JHB:jb 
Cc:  Clients 
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February 28, 2022 

 
BY EMAIL  
(kbrereton@lclattorneys.com) 
 
Katherine B. Brereton 
Partner 
Lake City Law  
435 W. Hanley, Suite 101 
Coeur d’ Alene, ID  83815  
                                         
                     
 Your Client/Insureds:           Boundary County Library District, Trustees, Staff, Volunteer(s) 
 Our Clients:                          Eric Lindenbusch, Cari Haarstick, Mac Withers, Dana Boiler 
  
 Re:     Stolen Property                                    
          
 Reference:     Your email dtd February 25, 2022             
                
 
Dear Ms. Brereton:  
 
Attached at your request is a list of personal property owned by my clients and identified by Sandra 
Ashworth as now her own personal property.  She made the statement that these items were hers, 
personally, on May 10, 2021.  Three witnesses whose testimony we have in hand corroborate all details 
referenced at the events of May 10. 
 
At that time at the downstairs of the Boundary County Library, all located in the U.S. District of Idaho, 
Ms. Ashworth claimed ownership of any and all property my clients claimed to own, by virtue of my 
clients “leaving it” in the library after an emergency closure, which was without notice and only to last 
two weeks.  This encounter occurred after the two week period had passed, and the library remained 
closed.  My clients were not restricted from being on library property at the time. 
 
At that time my wife and Mac Withers were allowed to return to the library to obtain their personal 
property.  There are and were no property control numbers on any of these items, nor was there an 
inventory being taken or other record being maintained.  It was obvious in context that what had been 
interrupted inadvertently was in fact an attempt to spirit away my clients’ property and any information 
in their possession that could be used to gain information to use against my clients.  As the two month 
hiatus between their administrative leave in July and the intervening two months indicate, she found 
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nothing.  The evidence simply suggests she got caught helping herself to my clients’ property and now 
attempts to characterize it as property you suggest was “left”, without any ill motive by your client.  
 
By happy coincidence, my clients simply walked in on this charade on May 10 in search of a summer 
hat, nothing more.  Those are the facts that are provable, and they do not suggest my clients “left” 
anything, or had any intent to contribute to Ashworth’s already considerable cache of documents and 
other desk contents which she obtained from a similar “decluttering party” involving the work area of 
Craig Anderson, the former Director.    
 
The claim she was the owner of the items listed was made by Ashworth directly, and in the presence of 
a third party witness as well as my clients Mac Withers and Dana Boiler.  At that time, Ms. Ashworth 
was interrupted by fortuitous circumstance, by both my clients, and the third party witness summoned 
during this meeting to remove a refrigerator belonging to Ms. Withers.  This listed item was of 
considerable value, large and heavy,  and long been in use by library staff and Ms. Withers, prior to May 
10.  There was no suggestion that any “delay” in obtaining these items was the reason for their forfeiture, 
my clients had only been told the library would be closed for about two weeks, and no one was told or 
given opportunity to retrieve personal property prior to the emergency closure. 
 
Ashworth was observed on May 10 personally supervising the systematic removal of these items, except 
for the personal information taken by Grow to his home as discussed below,  and dumping them on the 
floor throughout the downstairs of the library.  At that time, my wife challenged her by stating in 
substance that having left the items due to emergency closure does not mean they are “bequeathed” to 
her.  In the presence of witnesses, Ashworth then stated, “Yes it does, they’re mine”.   
 
Immediately prior to making this statement, Ashworth attempted to wrap her arms around the third party 
witness from behind, Mac Withers’ adult son.   When he felt her touch from behind, he stepped away, 
and said “don’t ever touch me again” or words to that exact effect.  The context suggests her actions 
were for pure intimidation, which suggests the elements of the crime of robbery, not mere theft.  In 
assessing this evidence, be advised the witnesses I have interviewed all agree on these facts, and the 
witness was there simply to move a heavy refrigerator, which Ashworth demanded be removed 
immediately. 
 
As noted, in context this conduct reflects elements of both theft and robbery, given the attempted use of 
physical force by Ashworth in furtherance of her unlawful claim to own property she clearly did not and 
does not own.  She has retained everything but the refrigerator, until your recent comment that these 
items were “left” by my client.  They were not, they were taken and kept by force and intimidation.  
They were similarly not “mislaid”, any more than the policy provision conveying the right to a public 
hearing for my clients, with Board notice, was a “misprint”.   
 
She was also apparently not a lawful library employee at the time,  and theft is not covered conduct 
under ICRMP’s “duty to defend” under the applicable policy--yet is being provided with a defense by 
the same firm representing the District along with Grow and others whose conduct is and remains clearly 
intentional, and clearly in violation of law in several respects.  From this I can only assume the District 
and insurer ratifies her actions, furthers them, and considers it all in service to its “duty to defend.”  Why 
you and the insurer have reached this conclusion is simply unclear given these facts. 
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She has been conveyed a variety of honorary titles in the record and correspondence, yet at the time and 
place of the actions summarized in this letter,  was by all accounts acting while receiving her full 
retirement benefits, unlawfully,  as an “unpaid volunteer consultant”, at the same job from which she 
had retired.  She has done this far in excess of 20 hours per week, requiring her and her employer to 
notify PERSI of the change, so her benefits would stop as the law requires during the period of her 
“philanthropic” service to the library in 2021.  She misrepresented that this was lawful, and that PERSI 
had ratified her “arrangement” with the District, when it seems clear from the evidence we have analyzed 
for the last year that would be impossible if the true facts were known by the State.  We will make them 
aware of those facts. 
 
The simple truth is she was hired as a “fixer”, and that is what she was doing when she was observed on 
May 10.  All her actions toward my clients since then have been entirely consistent with this purpose, 
and no good faith or “humanitarian” motive.  She has been misleading the State of Idaho and taxpayers 
of this county by retaining her full retirement benefits during the period she was “Librarian Emeritus, 
Volunteer, or whatever beneficent title she chooses for herself for any given purpose.  It is smoke and 
mirrors.  She is doing the same work at the same job at the same place she retired from, has been for a 
considerable period of time, and shifts her characterization of her actions, as counsel does, to fit the 
situation:  today I am the Director, tomorrow I am the Historian, yesterday I was the Humanitarian 
whose selfless contributions made “Operation Reset” a resounding success. 
 
Except when it didn’t.  
 
In any event, regardless of her status, Ashworth was and is in no way authorized to seize property of 
employees, including my clients.  She has repeated this course of conduct with the contents of the former 
Director Craig Anderson’s work space, for which we have several pictures showing her method of 
operation. We also have witnesses who put her removing evidence from the library prior to the closure 
period, including materials from Anderson’s work space which were bagged by Ashworth 
personally.  Some of the contents were visible, she was in fact removing evidence and taking it to her 
home.  A preservation of evidence letter has been in place with the Wilson Law Firm throughout this 
period of time. 
 
Therefore, her behavior must not have been at the advice of counsel Wilson, who has acknowledged to 
me personally that he has received and remains very aware of the various requests to preserve 
evidence.  It must therefore be that what is reported here did in fact occur, however improbable you may 
feel it to be. However,  you and the investigator tasked with “a full investigation of the whistleblowers’ 
complaints”, along with Mr. Droz by correspondence exchanged with me last summer, apparently didn’t 
and don’t deem it worthy of even a perfunctory response.  I hope it is now apparent that this slight regard 
for what is a most serious matter involving an ongoing and dangerous course of conduct, like Ashworth’s 
behavior, is completely unwarranted by the actual facts of the matter. 
 
Her spiriting away of evidence and stealing client property in her care as fiduciary is also consistent 
with her claim of forfeiture of my client’s property.  The property stolen and benefits fraudulently 
obtained during the period of District possession of our personal information,  has considerable dollar 
value apart from the fact of malice and concealment of the activity giving rise to this demand.  Simply 
put, Ashworth can put on the mantle of a cleric when it suits her,  but it is a costume, not a reflection of 
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goodwill and humanitarianism.  For this conclusion we state these as evidentiary facts,  not allegations 
or mere conclusions.   
 
Please account for these facts in detail,  if you don’t return every item of property listed on the 
enclosure.  The simple truth is that Ashworth is in the habit of stretching or breaking the law when it 
suits her, as Amy Maggi’s statement about her proclivities in this regard suggest, which I read to you 
and the entire Board at the February 23 Board meeting to “carefully consider” the terminations of my 
clients Lindenbusch and Withers. 
 
I hope this clarifies why we dispute any characterization that this is a simple return of “personal items 
left at the Library.”  I told you previously in writing that Ashworth was “a liar and a thief”, and now you 
know a small part of why that characterization was and is not an overstatement.  In truth, it is merely 
the tip of the iceberg which your clients’ actions have now guaranteed will become public, as they 
evidence in truth most “serious matters of public concern”.  As long as Ashworth, Grow and Maggi 
remain employed there, those issues of concern will grow and continue. 
 
Please feel free to contact me about arrangements to pick up the stolen property, or issues to discuss 
regarding insulation your corporate client District from the individual acts of its employees and agents 
involved in these thefts. 
 
Demand has been previously made for return of these items, it was repeatedly ignored.  Demand is 
renewed in each and every particular set forth in or memorialized in any way by this correspondence.  
You indicated in your note on this subject that the items could be picked up at Tim Wilson’s office.  I 
will do so, but not on a deadline you set and not piecemeal.   Any heavy items should be delivered by 
appointment at library expense.  Any electronics should be boxed and locked for safekeeping until 
delivery.   
 
Please inform me if and when your client actually intends to return these stolen items.  Time is of the 
essence in this matter.      

 
 
 
      Most Sincerely, 
 
     ` /s/ Jeff Boiler 
 
      Jeffrey H. Boiler 
      ISB #11476 
      OSB #830219 
      Attorney for Dana Boiler, Cari Haarstick, Eric 
      Lindenbusch, and Mac Withers 
 

 
Cc:  Clients 
Enclosure: List of Stolen Property 



From: jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com
To: "Dana Boiler"
Subject: FW: Final Demand for Return of All Stolen Property: My clients: Eric Lindenbusch, Mac Withers, Czai Haarstick
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2022 6:47:28 PM

 
 

From: Timothy Wilson <tbwilson@bonnersferrylaw.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2022 3:25 PM
To: jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com
Cc: 'Katharine Brereton' <kbrereton@lclattorneys.com>; kimber@boundarycountylibrary.org; Rafael
Droz <rjdroz@bonnersferrylaw.com>
Subject: Re: Final Demand for Return of All Stolen Property: My clients: Eric Lindenbusch, Mac
Withers, Czai Haarstick
 

Mr. Boiler,
I have informed you previously of the chain of communication for you and your clients
concerning library employment issues to avoid confusion.   To be clear, I simply agreed to
allow you to come to my office and retrieve certain items in the library’s possession that may
have belonged to one or more of your clients; you were given a deadline to retrieve them and
you did not.  The items were then retrieved by the library and are in storage.   I would note
that although you may have claimed certain items were “stolen” in May 2021, it is only now
that anyone has seen an after the fact inventory of purportedly “stolen” items.  It would seem
the burden was on you and your clients to provide a contemporaneous inventory of their
personal items they “allegedly” brought to the library.  In any event, at this point, if you
believe a crime has been committed, then you should report the crime.  In order to avoid any
future unfounded fears you may have about my office, or my staff, I will take them out of the
equation.  You, and as their agent, your current clients are trespassed from my office and
notice is hereby provided in accordance with Idaho Code §18-7008.  Good day.
Tim Wilson
 
 
** Notification * *

This e-mail transmission and its attachments contain information which may be legally protected as
confidential and/or privileged. 
 
Any unauthorized disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information contained in this
transmission is prohibited.  Misuse of the information may subject you to any and all remedies
available under applicable laws, including but not limited to, the laws governing copyright,
trademark, trade secret, privacy and unfair competition.  If you have received this transmission by
mistake or error, please notify Timothy Wilson at the law office of Timothy B. Wilson in Bonners
Ferry, Idaho immediately, and then delete the transmission.  You can make the notification by
telephone at 208-267-1777, or by e-mail to tbwilson@bonnersferrylaw.com.  Thank you.
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From: jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com <jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com>
Date: Friday, March 11, 2022 at 1:07 PM
To: Timothy Wilson <tbwilson@bonnersferrylaw.com>
Cc: 'Katharine Brereton' <kbrereton@lclattorneys.com>
Subject: FW: Final Demand for Return of All Stolen Property: My clients: Eric Lindenbusch,
Mac Withers, Czai Haarstick

Tim,
 
I’m sorry to have to involve you, but I have been told by Ms. Brereton that you may be in possession
or property belonging to my clients.  I have informed her that the conduct of Library employees and
other agents of the Library on May 10, 2021, will be the subject of a criminal complaint by my clients
if not returned by yesterday at 5 p.m., together with an inventory so that we are not required to
remove property which requires a chain of evidence to be used in that proceeding.  I have received
no inventory and no explanation for the missing items, other than counsel’s opinion that the new
Director has made “a good faith effort” to locate it, and provided your office what could be found.
  She also advised me that you have some of the property which appears on the list of stolen items
attached above at your office, but will only keep it there until today.   
 
I am writing to you as early as possible today, therefore, because failure to preserve the chain of
evidence and a detailed inventory for any materials provided to you by the Library pursuant our
attached demand for return of property has no basis in law and risks serious after-the-fact liability
for any who participate or materially aid in the criminal conduct alleged.  We have summarized the
proof in details elsewhere, but some is discussed below to assist you in verifying our demand that
includes preservation of evidence now for both criminal and civil court purposes.
 
We have made  repeated demands for return of property stolen from my clients Dana Boiler and
Cari Haarstick for ten months,  and my clients are still employees of the Library without discipline to
date.  Why their property is being treated in this way certainly doesn’t include “de-cluttering”.  It is,
quite obviously from the evidence, a theft in progress that was interrupted on May 10 by sheer
Providence, discussed in part below and in the enclosures.  Your clients have ignored and obstructed
all attempts to recover it by other means, so a criminal complaint is apparently necessary.  I will
handle its submission, together with the evidence relevant to any investigating agency’s
investigation.
 
Having waited ten months and awaiting what has proven to be a sham process designed to
accomplish an unlawful retaliatory purpose against my clients, on February 28 I provided a final
written demand for return of the stolen items to Ms. Brereton.  Ten days were provided for
response, she has chosen to interpret the demand as a surprise and a misunderstanding.  It is
neither, and I urge you to review this carefully before deciding what action to take.
 
The time for return of the property passed yesterday at five p.m.., with only the attached email
strings above, from FebruaRY 28 and March 7-8 to explain why.  Please see attached.  In
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substance, we have been told your office has some of the identified property, but won’t keep it
past today.  We have been denied any inventory.  We have been refused a chain of evidence. 
Today’s date seems to be mentioned as an implicit threat that any property you have been given
will disappear if not picked up today.  It’s important you make any decision in this regard with the
facts outlined here and in the attachments firmly in mind.
 
This is to renew our earlier repeated requests for preservation of evidence for all matters relating to
my clients, which now specifically includes whatever any representative or agent of the Boundary
Library District may have provided your office to respond to our demands.  I would not bother you
with this matter, given the scope of representation you have outlined, but for counsel’s direction to
your office, and the purported limits and conditions your office has allegedly placed on return of
these items.  I can only caution you that multiple witnesses witnessed this theft in progress, and they
are not limited to my clients or librarians. 
 
I would also point out the theft occurred on May 10, 2022, at which time Sandra Ashworth was not a
lawful employee of the Library District.  She apparently was not hired  as the actual Director until
July 22, ten weeks later.  She had no business seizing property or doing anything other than the
“humanitarian consulting”  your clients represented was her purpose in published sources.  She was
actually present as a fixer, and used force to attempt to reinforce an unlawful claim of property
owned by my clients, after an emergency closure that gave no one notice or an opportunity to
recover their property.
 
We now know this was by design, since a Board member has now openly stated the closure was
designed to find reasons to fire the whistle blowerws I represent, and that attorneys were
specifically hired to do that job.  However, the same member reports they could find no such
reason.  The theft of my client’s property on May 10 was being undertaken personally by Sandra
Ashworth, and three witnesses saw and heard what she was doing that day when seizing the
property.  She used force to reinforce her threat, and was told by the patron involved never to touch
him again.  It was clearly an interrupted moment, and clear Providence that caused the timing.  The
evidence thus yielded is very damning and shows criminal intent.
 
Ms. Brereton has advised me that you have been provided some of stolen items described in the
attached above, but won’t say which, other than a water cooler.  I have advised her I will not accept
return without an inventory of items provided in advance, but she has refused any inventory or

other accounting.  She has also stated you will not keep the property past today, Friday the 11th,
even though it is clearly within our previous demands to preserve evidence, and clearly has been
identified as evidence of criminal activity by individuals purporting to act as lawful agents of the
Library District, when in fact, they were and are not.  This does seem to be within the scope of
representation, since it involves Sandra Ashworth taking unlawful action, using force to take and
retain possession of my client’s property, then later claiming to have acted with authority of the
District in doing so.  I think we agree this alone has most serious consequences for the Board of
Trustees, if her agency did include this action, but at minimum,  this fact pattern calls for careful
preservation of this evidence, which Ms. Brereton says you now have.
 
I’m afraid we cannot agree to your simply disposing of it, that would be plainly unlawful under the



circumstances.  However, since that is the implication I  have taken from Ms. Brereton’s terse final
email reply this week, attached, it is necessary to clearly inform you that we are not arranging to pick
up any property you may have, because we cannot preserve the chain of evidence in doing so,
without considerable time in your office.  We are unwilling to do so simply to recover what is ours,
particularly under the circumstances involving your office personnel’s characterization of
confidential information and evidence provided to you last year with my initial mandatory child
abuse report to your office, and the likelihood of mischaracterization or misrepresentation of
evidence taken, or actions undertaken while doing so.  In short, Ms. Brereton’s fit of pique has
apparently put you in a bad position, that I had hoped to avoid.  I must now as a result, however,
insist that the property delivered to you or in your possession pursuant to our demand for return of
property above be carefully retained, by you personally, as counsel for the Library District in any
capacity.  I believe the evidence strongly suggests that your staff should not be entrusted with
creating or maintaining any chain of evidence for such property, or maintaining or accessing it in any
way.  Finally, I must insist regardless of those issues, that you direct your staff to hold anything they
hear or see at your office as confidential.  Their objectivity is already unreliable, and their treatment
of serious sexual matters by public comments, attributed to your office, demonstrates they cannot
be relied upon to comment upon or have any duties whatsoever that would give them access to
whatever property from the library is provided to you pursuant to our demand.
 
Regardless of the Friday deadline to remove property, referenced by Ms. Brereton in her last,  this is
to remind you of my previous requests for preservation of all evidence relating or pertaining to my
clients which is or has been in the possession or control of any of your office or your clients acting
for or in the name of the Library District at any time, including without limitation the Library District
as an entity.  You and I recently discussed this at a Board meeting and I understood you to say you
were very aware of the preservation of evidence requests we had made. 
 

Those request nows include, without limitation,  the preservation of all evidence and property
which may have been delivered to you pursuant to the demand to Ms. Brereton of February 28,
2022.  The inventory provided to her February 28 is also attached for comparison purposes with any
property provided to you by the Library which you may have.  In implementing this request, please
be aware that on May 10, 2022 at the Boundary County Library, Sandra Ashworth and certain
employees of the Boundary County Library, purporting to act under authority of the Library District
you represent, took the itemized property known to be property of my clients.  My clients were
under no disciplinary notice or order forbidding their presence to recover their property, denied by
emergency closure at that time for nearly a month.
 
At that time and place, in my clients’ presence and the presence of other witnesses,  Sandra
Ashworth asserted her right to sole ownership of all my clients’ personal property “left” on premises
at the emergency closure, knowing the Library had been locked for “cleaning”, but truly due to
safety concerns caused by complaints of criminal conduct—conduct not limited to Amy Maggi’s
actions and designed to cover and conceal an ongoing pattern of criminal activity being furthered by
Ashworth and her actions in seizing personal property of my clients.
 
The evidence shows she engaged in those actions with the express intent to permanently deprive my



clients of the use and benefit of that property.  She utilized force against a third party present in an
attempt to retain it.  We have his statement, it is clear and unambiguous, and supports the
testimony of my clients.  
Ashworth was not a lawful Library employee at that time, but was effectively acting during closure of
the Library as its Director,  without legal authority to do so, and supervising the criminal conduct of
which this theft complaint is only a part.
 
I note here also that  my clients, Dana Boiler and Cari Haarstick, are still employees of the District,
and advise you that we view this sham treatment of a clear theft at the hands of the Board’s chosen
representative, Ashworth,  as clear disciplinary action, without notice, arbitrary and capricious in
character, and designed in part to further abuse official position to benefit Ashworth and other
Library representative and employees, and to harm others, including my clients.  Any disappearance
or mishandling of evidence of theft in this matter will be viewed as deliberate, and as intentionally
furthering  unlawful whistle blower retaliation. 
 
Since they are employees still, I must also ask why my clients, who remain employed,  are being
subjected to the need to accept the Library’s terms for returning stolen property?  The only obvious
design is to impair pursuit of a criminal complaint, which I will not be doing by taking property sight
unseen and without chain of evidence.  The simpler and better way to deal with this is viewing Ms.
Ashworth’s actions as unauthorized, for it will certainly appear as though your clients authorize it if
they allow their attorney to ignore preservation of evidence demands in serious matters of public
concern.
 
If you choose to refuse to preserve evidence and provide a chain of custody for each item returned,
by what right does your client do so?  Is a theft victim typically required to ask the thief’s attorney,
nicely, if they may please have some of their property back?  Must the victim respond within 24
hours or else loose his stqtus as a crime victim?  Library staff may have some reason to feel
protected from local courts, but as you well know, this matter is going to be a Federal forum.  The
questions I ask here are not rhetorical; they are questions that will be raised in Federal Court, and
the issues presented go far beyond this single act of robbery or theft.
 
It's important to note our position in this regard carefully:  the property described in the attached
list captioned “List of Stolen Property” is evidence of criminal conduct by one or more employees,
officers or agents of the Boundary County Library, specifically including but not limited to Sandra
Ashworth, acting under the direction of or with the aid, encouragement and assistance of other
Library employees, Trustees, and other officers or agents of the Library.  
 
I do not attribute this purpose to you personally, but I do have serious concerns about the security of
evidence in this case with certain members of your staff.  Therefore, I will not be picking up
whatever may be in your possession today.  I advise you of this because Ms. Brereton has written
that you will only retain the property, if any, actually provided to you, through today.  It is not my
desire to unduly involve you personally, but I must communicate these facts to you given Ms.
Brereton’s stated position.  It risks serious legal consequences for all involved in hiding the ball on
this matter, and by this communication to you now, I am trying to avoid unintended collateral
damage.  Please accept my statements here in that spirit.



 
In deciding how to handle this matter, please be aware that this is not a dispute over property left by
a terminated employee.  The owners of the listed property are my wife and Cari Haarstick.  They are
still employees and have FMLA requests pending.  At the time of the theft, May 10, they were also
employees, and no one was ‘forbidden’ from coming to the library at that time.  They entered with
permission to retrieve an item of clothing left when emergency closure occurred without any notice
to them, so their property was at the library lawfully.  Their entrance was lawful, and they were
under no order to avoid the library at the time.  It is quite simply Providential that on May 10 my
wife stopped by to pick up a summer hat.  She and the witness with her found their items being
strewn about on the floor indiscriminately, and when they tried to recover them, were told by
Ashworth, “they belong to me now”.  She even attempted to grab a helper who came to the location
to move a refrigerator when told it was being claimed as Ashworth’s property, suggesting strongly
the elements of robbery, not just theft. 
 
The point of this detail is to demonstrate to you the evidence does not show this is removal of a
terminated employees’ property.  No disciplinary action was pending at that time, and my clients still
are library employees.  Their property may not be dumped out on the street or given back to the
perpetrators simply because the victim won’t accept the terms of its return, without inventory.  A
crime victim similarly can’t be expected to pick up un-itemized  stolen property without chain of
evidence attached, at an office where evidence in this case has been previously and publicly
mischaracterized in order to gain an advantage in public opinion.   
 
What you have apparently been given is a small part of a long list of stolen property, which  was
stolen under threat of force, at the Library, on May 10. The circumstances are set forth in the
forwarded email below and the attachments.  PLEASE DO NOT DESTROY OR REMOVE ANY
MATERIALS PROVIDED TO YOU IN RESPONSE TO THE DEMANDS FOR RETURN,  I have previously
made it clear to Ms. Brereton that what is in your possession is to be preserved as evidence of
criminal conduct in furtherance of other unlawful activity by the Library District and its employees,
officers and agents.  We have recently discussed the preservation of evidence in this case and you
have recently acknowledged to me your receipt of those previous demands and your awareness of
them.
 
Because Ms. Brereton’s last communication with me by email, attached, seems to suggest you only
intend to preserve this evidence through today, and [she] “doesn’t know what hours your are open
on Friday”, I am writing to you  today as soon as possible and with as much specificity as possible,  to
avoid any break in the chain of evidence, or any treatment of what may be in your possession as
trash, or otherwise not as evidence in any court proceeding.  What has been delivered to you, if
anything,  is evidence in administrative proceedings, and will soon be evidence in court proceedings,
which we allege to include claims which are both criminal and civil in character, and will be the
subject of a reported crime to an agency of appropriate jurisdiction.   Therefore,  please preserve it
and p[ease advise me if for any reason you intend to dispose of such property in any manner
inconsistent with the request for preservation of evidence made previously, and reiterated in this
correspondence.
 
If one can set aside the gratifying penchant to dictate terms and deadlines, which seems to recur



with counsel representing the Library in other proceedi8nigs, it would seem obvious to me that with
an inventory which you and I sign and date, which exactly matches what it in your possession as
provided by Library representatives to you,  you and I personally can arrange a return of what may
be in your possession, but we will need to discuss preserving the chain of evidence if you wish to
do so, and at a mutually agreeable date and time.  I advised Ms. Brereton that an inventory
addressing these issues and the security issues concerning commentary on evidence originating
from your office last summer would be necessary for pick up of what may be in your possession,  but
she has summarily refused.  She has also advised me you will not retain the property provided to
you, if any, past today.  This seems in context to suggest the evidence, which belongs to present
library employees. not terminated ones, which was taken ten months ago,  nevertheless belongs to
the library or its agents, after today.  I hope the lack of legal reasoning behind this decision by
counsel is apparent to you.
 
I can only as a result,  ask you for any legal authority for this proposition, since the facts seem to
clearly show a crime has been committed, and the quality and quantity of evidence to prove it is
unambiguous, and stolen property may not be held hostage on a clock in order to insure any use of
the evidence in a criminal proceeding later is compromised.    This implicit threat seems to suggest
that further crimes will be committed—such as loss, damage or unlawful disposition of property not
belonging to your clients— if my clients won’t accept the property at your office sight unseen, and
without a chain of evidence and inventory.
 
To conceal the actions of Sandra Ashworth and others in this matter,  which would include evidence
tampering and destruction if the property which may have been given to you by the Library District
is not carefully preserved as evidence, is not within our charge as attorneys.  The Library is your
client, as I understand it, not Ashworth.   Just as we know that evidence of a crime must ultimately
be surrendered to the police, without violation of the attorney-client privilege when doing so, so
must evidence of the crime of theft or robbery be surrendered to them, or to the victims, who have
an ability to preserve the chain of evidence once the property is properly identified.  Where it has
been  since May 10, 2021, is required to allow for a chain of evidence to be proven.  Your client has
had exclusive possession and control of the Library, where the property was last seen, and a known
actor, Ashworth, admits taking it with the intent to keep it.  Now much of it has apparently
disappeared.   This is why an inventory and chain of evidence for the items in your possession are
required as a condition of our re-taking possession.
 
Threatening to dispose of stolen property if you’re not fast enough to solve these problems, all at
the thief’s convenience, certainly appears to be either accessory liability or other  after-the-fact
furtherance of known criminal conduct by one who even lacked legal authority at the time to act in
any supervisory capacity.  It also furthers the criminal conduct already apparent.  I therefore suggest
you revisit Ms. Brereton’s handling of this property return matter, with the benefit of knowing the
facts, rather than simply assuming a posture that ignores the evidentiary facts,  as she has done. 
That posture can have real consequences in a real courtroom on real clients,  with very real and
serious outcomes.  There is no need to worsen the situation for her clients by simply returning the
property to their tender mercies, now that you know what doing so may well represent.
 
I don’t wish to seem unduly harsh or over-inclusive.  I am not here suggesting the criminal conduct



complained of above of Library employees, volunteers, agents, or Board members identified to date
necessarily should or may extend personally  to you.  However,  I hope you and I can agree that
under the circumstances presented, casual treatment of the items you may have been provided,
 knowing I have provided evidence that the itemized property above was taken by Sandra Ashworth
with the intent to permanently deprive my clients of the use and benefit of all such items, would
seem most improper.  I am not inclined to believe that you would in fact dispose of what may be in
your possession knowing these facts, but I am required to remind you that preservation of evidence
in this context can carry particularly harsh penalties for all involved.  Your staff has mischaracterized
evidence from my office in this matter, in a very serious way, and has an obvious motive to repeat
such indiscretions given the family and personal connections to one of the individuals who will be a
named Defendant in forthcoming Federal proceedings.  If the property itself is not returned with a
signed and dated inventory, signed by you and approved by me,  with a chain of evidence attached,
then please keep and store it in a way which preserves its evidentiary value for later examination by
the courts, and provides no access to your staff to review or otherwise deal with it in any way.
 
The reason is that from your office last year, came  the false characterization that the evidence I
provided to you was “manufactured evidence’.  I am aware you did not see the evidence for a time
due to spam filter issues, but someone in your office clearly did view it and named the source as
your office, when sending family members out to spread the word that our evidence was
“manufactured”.   This falsehood was deliberately spread throughout the community, and we can
prove it with witness statements.
 
I am aware of the friendship between your assistant, Teresa, and the named suspect, Amy Maggi,
which makes this false characterization and campaign to deliberately spread it (by your staff and a
family member of your staff) seemingly purposeful, calculated to obstruct justice, and having the
result of painting my clients in a false light, in furtherance of commission of a crime.  At this time, I
attribute this conduct as employee misconduct, undertaken for personal reasons of staff which I
believe do not reflect your personal knowledge in advance of what was transpiring.   Your staff’s
actions and those of family members also apparently predate in time your review of that email
reporting Maggi’s conduct and satisfying our mutual reporting requirements, and therefore may well
predate your actual knowledge of my confidential email characterized as  “manufactured evidence”. 
 
Therefore, someone other than yourself, with access to the confidential communication I sent to
your email address clearly labeled as confidential, not only read it.  They told others about it,
apparently attributed it to the inside knowledge they had as your assistant(s),  and recited these
untruths, or aided and assisted others in doing so, publicly and as part of a deliberate plan to
obstruct justice with falsehood.  This was apparently done to create and reinforce the impression
created that a statement by your assistant, or her family member based on information obtained
from her, was based on your statements, personally.  I certainly hope this is not the case, and at
present am not inclined to believe that it was.  It looks bad, however.  Such a statement from your
assistant implies  your assessment based on inside knowledge, which I did send you, which you did
not immediately see, but which hit the street immediately with this false narrative.
 
I hope you can then understand why my position was and remains that I will not accept property
from your office without an inventory and chain of evidence, and I’ve offered a way for us to do that



together, to circumvent the staff problem summarized above.  Please let me know if you wish to
pursue it.
 
In doing so please consider that there is no doubt the statement came from your office, so I hope
you can understand my reluctance to accept any terms for return of my client’s property from
anyone at your office, except yourself, personally.  Please handle the property you have been
provided for return to my clients, if any, in such a way as to preserve its evidentiary value.  Wherever
it is stored, it should be segregated from other property and treated as evidence in a criminal case,
 to insure the integrity of any investigation. I’ll be happy to discuss preservation of evidence and
chain of evidence issues with you at any time, on reasonable notice.  Email is the best way to set
things like that up with me.
 
If you’d like to personally discuss or correspond on how best to maintain this property until a proper
chain of evidence and inventory is provided, please let me know.  Failing that, please permanently
secure the materials provided to you, if any, for later subpoena.  Demand for immediate return is
reiterated, together with itemized, signed and dated inventory of all items which the Library
proposed to return through your office this week.
 
Respects,
 
Jeff
 
Jeffrey H. Boiler
ISB #11476
OSB #830219
jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com
www.boilerlawfirm.com
 
This communication contains information intended to be confidential and subject in whole or in part
to the attorney client privilege and other legal rules which prohibit unauthorized copying, inspection
or other dissemination of the information contained in this message.  If you receive it or any copy in
error, please destroy or delete as applicable, and inform the sender promptly.
 
 

From: jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com <jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2022 7:01 PM
To: 'Dana Boiler' <dana@boilerlawfirm.com>
Subject: Final Demand for Return of All Stolen Property: My clients: Eric Lindenbusch, Mac Withers,
Czai Haarstick
 
Counsel,
 
Attached at your request is a list of personal property owned by my clients and identified by Sandra
Ashworth as now her own personal property.  She made the statement that these items were hers,
personally, on May 10, 2021.  Three witnesses whose testimony we have in hand corroborate all
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details referenced at the events of May 10.
 
At that time at the downstairs of the Boundary County Library, all located in the U.S. District of
Idaho.  At that time and place,  Ashworth claimed ownership of any and all property my clients
claimed to own left in the library, by virtue of my clients “leaving it” in the library on emergency
closure, which was without notice and only to last two weeks.  This encounter occurred after tht two
week period had passed, and the library remained closed.  My clients were not restricted from being
on library property at the time.
 
At that time my wife and Cari Haarstick were allowed to return to the library to obtain their personal
property.  There are and were no property control numbers on any of these items, nor was there an
inventory being taken or other record being maintained.  It was obvious in context that what had
been interrupted inadvertently was in fact an attempt to spirit away my clients’ property and any
information in their possession that could be used to gain information to use against my clients.  As
the two month hiatus between their administrative leave in July and the intervening two months
indicate, she found nothing.  The evidence simply suggests she got caught helping herself to my
clients’ property and now attempts to characterize it as property you suggest was “left”, presumably
by an Act of God, and certainly no ill motive by your client.
 
By happy coincidence, my clients simply walked in on this charade on May 10 in search of a summer
hat, nothing more.  Those are the facts that are provable, and they do not suggest my clients “left”
anything, or had any intent to contribute to Ashworth’s already considerable cache of documents
and other desk contents which she obtained from a similar “decluttering party” involving the work
area of Craig Anderson, the former Director.   The simple truth is she was hired as a “fixer”, and that
is what she was doing when she was observed on May 10.  All her actions toward my clients since
then have been entirely consistent with this purpose, and no good faith or “humanitarian” motive. 
This is all without reference to her misleading of the State of Idaho and taxpayers of this county by
retaining her full retirement benefits during the period she was “Librarian Emeritus, Volunteer”…
doing the same work at the same job at the same place she retired from.  I leave to you to do the
research on whether her claim that “PERSI” said this was acceptable conduct and did not constitute
fraud on the State by both Ashworth and the District who knowingly assisted her in failing to report
these facts to PERSI, which does not pay full retirement benefits to workers who go back to the same
job after retirement, and work as this person has in the same capacity—with even greater power to
do harm than her previous tenure afforded.
 
The claim was made Ashworth directly, and in the presence of a third party witness as well as my
clients Mac Withers and Dana Boiler.  At that time, Ms. Ashworth was interrupted by fortuitous
circumstance, by both my clients, and the third party witness was summoned during this meeting on
that date to remove a refrigerator belonging to  Ms. Withers.  This listed item was of considerable
value, large and heavy,  and long in use by library staff and Ms. Withers, prior to May 10.  There was
no suggestion that any “delay” in obtaining these items was the reason for their forfeiture, my
clients had only been told the library would be closed for about two weeks, and no one was told or
given opportunity to retrieve personal property prior to the emergency closure.
 
Ashworth was observed on May 10  personally supervising the systematic removal of these items,



except for the personal information taken by Grove to his home as discussed below,  and dumping
them on the floor throughout the downstairs of the library.  At that time, my wife challenged her by
stating in substance that having left the items due to emergency closure die not mean they are
“bequeathed” to her.  In the presence of witnesses, Ashworth then stated “Yes it does, they’re
mine”. 
 
Immediately prior to making this statement, Ashworth attempted to wrap her arms around the third
party witness from behind, Mac Withers’ adult son.   When he felt her touch, he stepped away, and
said “don’t ever touch me again” or words to that exact effect.  The context suggests her actions
were for pure intimidation, which suggests the elements of the crime of robbery, not mere theft.  In
assessing this evidence, be advised the witnesses I have interviewed all agree on these facts, and the
fact that the witness was there simply to move a heavy refrigerator, which Ashworth demanded be
removed immediately.
 
As noted, in context this conduct reflects elements of both theft and robbery, given the attempted
use of physical force by Ashworth in furtherance of her unlawful claim to own property she clearly
did not and does not own.  She has retained it until now, and it was not “mislaid”, any more than the
policy provision she wishes now to avoid was a “misprint”. 
 
She was also not apparently a lawful library employee at the time, yet is being provided with a
defense by the same firm represe3nting the District.  From this I can only assume the District ratifies
her actions. 
 
She was in fact not a lawful employee at the time, she was variously described with various
honoraria, and was supposedly acting while receiving her full retirement benefits from the same
position, unlawfully,  an “unpaid volunteer consultant”.  She misrepresented that this was lawful,
and that PERSI had ratified her “arrangement” with the District, when it seems clear from the
evidence we have analyzed for the last year that would be impossible if the true facts were known
by the State.  We will make them aware of those facts.
 
In any event, regardless of her status, Ashworth was and is in no way authorized to seize property of
employees, including my clients.  She has repeated this course of conduct with the contents of the
former Director Craig Anderson’s work space, for which we have several pictures showing her
method of operation. We also have witnesses who put her removing evidence from the library
during the closure period, including materials from Anderson’s work space which were bagged by
Ashworth personally.  Some of the contents were visible, she was in fact removing evidence and
taking it to her home.  A preservation of evidence letter has been in place with the Wilson Law Firm
throughout this period of time.
 
Therefore, her   behavior must not have been at the advice of counsel Wilson, who has
acknowledged to me personally that he has received and remains very aware of the various requests
to preserve evidence, and why it is in place.  It must therefore be that what is reported here did in
fact occur, but you and the investigator tasked with “a full investigation of the whistle-blowerrs’
complaints”, along with Mr. Droz by correspondence exchanged with me last summer, don’t deem it
worthy of even a response.  I hope it is now apparent that this slight regard for what is a mot serious



matter involving an ongoing and dangerous course of conduct, like Ashworth’s behavior, is
completely unwarranted by the actual facts of the matter.
 
Her spiriting away of evidence and stealing client property in her care as fiduciary is also consistent
with her claim of forfeiture of my client’s property.  The property stolen and benefits fraudulently
obtained during the period of District possession of our personal information,  has considerable
dollar value apart from the fact of malice and concealment of the activity giving rise to this demand. 
Simply put, Ashworth can put on the mantle of a cleric when it suits her,  but these are facts, not
allegations.  Please account for them if you don’t return every item of property listed on the
enclosure.  The simple truth is that Ashworth is in the habit of stretching or breaking the law when it
suits her, as Amy Maggi’s statement about her proclivities in this regard I read to you and the entire
Board on February 23 Board meeting to “carefully consider” the terminations of my clients
Lindenbusch and Withers.
 
Like the “misprint’ of the due process provisions in the Personnel Policy manual which she
attempted to convince you was a mistake, her conduct is never a mistake when she’s acting as a
fixer. These thefts are  not  isolated incidents or misunderstandings, so please take care in
characterizing them to me as such if each and every item demanded for return in this
corresponde4nce is not promptly returned, at Library expense.
 
I understand both you and Mr. Droz may deem these matters among the many “not worthy of
response”, or for which “you don’t have time”, as you said last week of similarly serious matters,  but
these thefts have  been reported previously, including to Ms. Nutsch.  We have obtained no
response whatever, save sputtering outrage at the very thought.  Unfortunately, the evidence is
clear and convincing, and unambiguous.  These items are stolen items and evidence in part of a
federal crime.  Please tell your clients to return them immediately.
 
I hope this clarifies why we  dispute any characterization that this is a simple return of a leaving
employee of personal belongings “left” at work.  I told you previously in writing that Ashworth was
“a liar and a thief”, and now you know a small part of why that characterization was and is not an
overstatement.  In truth, it is merely the tip of the iceberg which your clients’ actions have now
guaranteed will become public, as they evidence in truth most “serious matters of public concern”. 
As long as Ashworth, Grow and Maggi remain employed there those issues of concern will continue,
and will continue to be revealed to you and your client as the situation dictates.
 
Please feel free to contact me about arrangements to pick up the stolen property, or issues to
discuss regarding insulation your corporate client District from the individual acts of its employees
and agents involved in these thefts.
 
Demand has been previously made for return of these items, it was repeatedly ignored.  Demand is
renewe4d in each and every particular set forth in or memorialized in any way by this
correspondence. Here is a summary, I put it in writing since you have recently informed me in
writing that you believe you have cause to insist that anything of import I have to tell you be said in
writing.  Here you go:
 



“On May 10, Mac Withers and my wife went to the library to recover a summer hat left the
day of emergency closure, when access was denied to all my clients.  They obtained permission from
Derick Grow to go downstairs to recover a summer hat left with all other belongings when the
library closed on an emergency basis without notice to my clients. When they arrived, they observed
the contents of their work areas, including the items listed in the attachment above [except for
stolen personal tax and related information of my wife and myself] , being gathered and dumped on
the floor at different areas throughout the downstairs of the library, away from view of anyone
upstairs. Sandra Ashworth was doing the work, other library staff were present.  There was no
inventory being taken and my clients’ property from desk and work station was strewn about the
floor.  Ashworth looked very surprised to see them.  When asked why she was removing the
property and placing it elsewhere around the library, Ashworth advised the property was “left”
(when the building was locked and all access denied, on no notice to my clients).  When challenged,
she openly and simply stated, “they’re mine now”.  Three witnesses have attested to this summary
of facts.
 
A table belonging to Cari Haarstick too large to move was thereafter taken by Derick Grow to his
home, where the personal information listed on the enclosure was also taken.  That personal
information of ours was used in the commission of a federal crime, when a false tax return in our
name was filed shortly after he took that information to his house.  He  kept that personal
information there, by his own admission, for three months.  It was also contained in a hard drive for
a library computer, and therefore was available to others at work.,  Others did in fact access that
information and  printed some of its contents.  This act has been confirmed.
 
He claimed months later to have deleted it…three months later.  He admits it stayed at his house for
three months. “
 
Your client is unwilling to provide any proof explaining this conduct in any context other than as part
of what became a completed federal crime by the filing of a false tax return shortly after he obtained
the information and stored it at his home.  You and other counsel have deemed this matter not
worthy of response, for though it has been repeatedly raised, “unworthy of response” is the only
response on the merits we have yet received in writing, from Mr. Droz acting as attorney for your
District client.
 
 
Similarly, there is no doubt or that theft and abuse of our information was not in fact a deliberate act
in furtherance of the retaliation which is now so evident, given your client’s unexplained actions of
last week.  I call on you to do so with any return of information you propose, for its return will be
argued as evidence that crimes have been committed by library staff and Sandra Ashworth, among
others, in an attempt to conceal this ongoing pattern of similar unlawful behavior, over a period of
decades.   How the treatment of this stolen property, aside from theft,  is not obstruction of justice
by a public body, in an effort to benefit itself or to harm others, is unclear to me, and I will be
pursuing it regardless of your response.  Please decide whether this correspondence is worthy of
your time in response before making any decisions not to do so.
 
Here is an explanation designed to help you ask questions of your client about this matter.  You will



likely be misled, and I want you to have the information necessary to get at the truth a little better
than repeating your clients’ various indefensible legal positions to date:
 
The information was placed onto an external hard drive maintained by Grow at his home.  It was
there for at least three months:  October, November and December, 2020.
 
The same information was also contained on a library owned hard drive, which was NOT maintained
at his home.  Your client has never claimed the stolen information giving rise to the fraudulent
return I have reported to you is gone from both, and have failed to give any explanation as to why.  I
caution you to make any representations about the taking, use and location of this information
carefully, for Grow’s actions in that regard do not bear close examination.
 
When learning of this, Ms. Haarstick made arrangements for her father, a former (elected) District
Board of Trustees member, to retrieve it.  Grow at that time suggested it would be a good idea for
my client, Cari Haarstick, not to align herself with the other three whistleblowers I represent.  That
particular item, a table of considerable value, was returned.  No other items mentioned in this
correspondence have been, nor has any attorney or other representative of the library attempted to
explain why these items were taken, or why this urging took place by Grow.  It should be noted that
Grow at that time was asked by my client if she could retrieve her things at the library.  He said no,
but she could retrieve her table, which he had taken for himself and was in fact at his house.  He
used that opportunity to attempt to dissuade her from making the good faith statements regarding
abuses and unlawful conduct at the library.  As Interim Director at the time, Growe was aware the
interviews with an ‘independent investigator’ would be taking place, and in fact gave the order to my
clients to testify before her under penalty of adverse employment action,
 
That is what happened.  I invite you to interview your clients with a view toward taking their
exculpatory assertions about these facts with  a railroad car full of salt.
 
Demand is made for return of each and every item listed on the attachment hereto, which is fully
incorporated by this reference. 
 
You indicated in your note on this subject that the items could be picked up at Tim Wilson’s office.  I
will do so, but not on a deadline you set and not piecemeal.   Any heavy items should be delivered by
appointment at library expense.  Any electronics should be boxed and locked for safekeeping until
delivery.  No one should be allowed to inspect them other than counsel, and that for the purpose of
representation, not the spreading of the word that we’ve yet again “manufactured evidence”.  We
know where that public statement originated, please suggest to Tim Wilson that he not allow such
an error in judgment happen again.
 
Please inform me if and when your client actually intends to return these stolen items.  Time is of
the essence in this matter.
 
/s/  Jeff Boiler
 
Jeffrey H. Boiler



ISB #11476
OSB #830219
jboiler@boilerlawfirm.com
www.boilerlawfirm.com
 
This communication contains information intended to be confidential and subject in whole or in part
to the attorney client privilege and other legal rules which prohibit unauthorized copying, inspection
or other dissemination of the information contained in this message.  If you receive it or any copy in
error, please destroy or delete as applicable, and inform the sender promptly.
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March 16, 2022 

 
BY EMAIL  
(kbrereton@lclattorneys.com) 
 
Katherine B. Brereton 
Partner 
Lake City Law  
435 W. Hanley 
Suite 101 
Coeur d’ Alene, ID  83815  
                                         
                           Re:   FMLA certification, Dana Boiler; Property Return 
  Your Client/Insureds:  Boundary County Library 
  Our Clients:  Eric Lindenbusch, Cari Haarstick, Mac Withers, Dana Boiler 
 
                
Dear Ms. Brereton: 
 
FMLA Certification 
 
 Please find attached my wife’s completed FMLA certification statement from her treating 
physician. 
 
Property Return 
 
 I note you have been copied with Mr. Wilson’s email to me of yesterday.  It suggests the claim 
of theft is disingenuous, apparently because he chooses to represent in his writing that it is a recent 
construct.  As you know, it is not.  Because he states the property has been returned to the Library, this 
is to renew our demand for its return and an itemized inventory of all items on our list provided to you, 
which are in your client’s possession. 
 
 A partial summary of the prior notices of claim of theft is as follows: 
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May 10, 2021:   
My clients Dana Boiler and Mac Withers are denied personal property as outlined to you in 
previous correspondence.  The place of occurrence was the basement of the Library.  Both clients 
are told by Sandra Ashworth that all property left at the time of the emergency closure belonged 
to her.  Four witnesses are present, two are my clients.   
 
June 6, 2021:  
My client, Cari Haarstick, requests entry into the Library to retrieve her belongings.  Access is 
denied and she is told she may only pick up her table, which had already been removed and taken 
to the home of Derrick Grow.  Her father went to the home of Mr. Grow where he retrieved the 
table and was told to pass a threat on to Ms. Haarstick that she better distance herself from the 
other whistleblowers. 

 
June 10, 2021:   
During recorded interviews with retained attorney for the Library, Sonyalee Nutsch, my client 
informs Ms. Nutsch of the stolen property.  Her testimony can be heard on our internal audio 
index of her testimony at 2 hours and 22 minutes,  and continues to 2 hours and 27 minutes.  Her 
statements track precisely the factual summary of events of May 10, which are and have been in 
possession of the Library and their agent, Sonyalee Nutsch, since that time.  

  
 June 21, 2021:  

A copy of the journal entry made into Dana’s iphone notes from that day dated May 10, 2021, 
which also summarized the details of the theft, were provided to Ms. Nutsch as supplemental 
documents along with several hundred pages at the close of testimony.   
 
All these documents are generally indexed in the Nutsch report, as miscellaneous 
correspondence.  They are not labeled by topic or mentioned in any way in the readable portion 
of her report provided to my wife with her notice of proposed disciplinary action.  

 
 September, 2021:  

My clients were denied access to the Nutsch report, thus unable to determine the disposition of 
the theft reported on June 10.  The Board does nothing about the report of theft by Sandra 
Ashworth who was subsequently made Director and ultimately served notices of termination on 
my four clients in September.   

 
 October 11, 2021:    

On page 4 of my letter to Tim Wilson dated October 11, 2021, again you will find reports of the 
theft and demands that the items be returned.  This is more than five months before yesterday’s 
suggestion that the theft report is a sham.  Wilson never responds. 
  

 The letter is hand-delivered by me at his office, to him personally.  The reason for delivery is 
 that Mr. Wilson claimed some of our initial communications with his office by email were not 
 seen promptly because of his email spam filter.  There were not nor have there been any angry 
 words or exchanges between us, nor caution that my clients and I would be subject to arrest for 
 trespass for the crime of conducting business in a law office in a professional manner. 
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 October 14, 2021:  
Letter reporting theft copied to you.  This is five months prior to your characterization of the 
property taken as “property left” by my clients at the Library.  This is the first time any 
representative of the Library made any such suggestion. No investigation of the report made in 
June apparently takes place, and my clients are not contacted or questioned in any way during 
the period from July 23 to the present.  The July 23 amended administrative leave notice obligates 
them to cooperate in any investigation of the Wilson Law Firm or any of  their agents, or other 
investigators.  No one ever makes an attempt to contact any of my clients for that purpose, and 
the Nutsch testimony and documentation is never mentioned.  You also do not respond to the 
theft reported in my October 11th letter.   
 

 This is only a partial list of the various attempts made to report this theft, and to show the total 
absence of any good faith investigation of any kind.  My clients were never interviewed about the theft, 
even though at the time of testimony my clients insisted there was theft and gave specifics, along with 
hundreds of pages of corroboration of workplace harassment in violation of whistle-blower protection 
clearly applicable in the circumstances, and the availability of the actual recording, which refutes 
conclusively the entire notice this claim is a construct.  We have a copy of the entire recording. 
 
 You may not be aware of the contents of the actual audio record available with Ms. Nutsch.  I 
would suggest you listen to it before adopting Mr. Wilson’s position in this matter, or persisting in 
creating an impression that the property not picked up by Friday would be forfeit if not accepted sight 
unseen and without inventory or explanation.  Such a position will  only serve to guarantee an 
expanded investigation and expanded claims against your clients, who appear now to be acting in concert 
in this attempt to further an obvious and open theft of property, along with other unlawful action itemized 
to date. The narrative of Mr. Wilson and friends has sailed so far from the shore of reality that it will 
take a careful approach to avoid even more serious legal consequences than your clients apparently 
foresee at present. You should be afforded the opportunity to decide your position on this property matter 
based on the facts, not on a version of fact that doesn’t match the actual written and audio records already 
in our possession. Please take advantage of this opportunity. 
 
 We both know that your clients’ narrative is belied by the written record in ways that are 
completely undeniable, and certainly don’t evidence good faith in the handling of any of my clients’ 
personal property. 
  
 Because you inherited this mess and may not have been aware of what was done prior to your 
retention, I would like to provide you a reasonable time to ask questions and get straight answers from 
your clients and their various agents, employees and other representatives, before you respond further 
to the demands we have made. Please ask if you wish to avail yourself of this opportunity. Time remains 
of the essence unless we can agree on additional time for you to get some questions answered. 
 
 Please understand clearly, however, that I view Mr. Wilson’s disingenuous and provocative 
comments of yesterday, which he chose to copy to you, as a very serious matter.  There can be no more 
playing fast and loose with the truth of these matters, or threatening arrest, unless courtrooms are places 
your clients enjoy.  I consider this a final opportunity for your corporate client to assume the unfamiliar 
mantle of humility,  to simply admit what was done, and that it was wrong.  Return the property and 
provide a complete and truthful inventory summarizing what happened to the property not provided.  A 
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wave of the hand and the imperious comment that “there is no property”, or “your remaining comments 
are unworthy of response”,  will  only insure your clients are lawfully pursued to account for all they 
have done, to the fullest extent of the law. 
 
  After considering Mr. Wilson’s entertaining choice of tactics in handling the true facts of the 
matter, I hope you will choose the truthful and more constructive path.  The clock is ticking, but if you 
want time to consider the true facts I’ll help you obtain them promptly,  before you take further action 
or make further statements to worsen a factually indefensible position. We aren’t going away. Please 
make your choices about how to respond accordingly. 
 
 I will wait to hear from you until Monday the 21st, and provide you further factual information 
in support of our position within a reasonable time, on request.  The alternative is to push your client’s 
agenda forward continuing to be unaware of the true facts of a very serious and longstanding problem 
with your clients’ discharge of their public trust.  
 

       Sincerely,  
     `  
      /s/ Jeff Boiler 
 
      Jeffrey H. Boiler 
      ISB #11476 
      OSB #830219 
      Attorney for Dana Boiler,  
      Cari Haarstick,  
                                                  Mac Withers, and  
      Eric Lindenbusch 

 
 
JHB:jb 
cc:  Clients 
Enclosure: FMLA Certification (signed) 
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